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ABSTRACT
USING MUSIC AS A CLASSROOM TOOL
by
Gail Foreman
March2005
The main focus of the project was to develop resources that will use music as a
tool to improve literacy and support learning in third grade self contained classrooms.
Research provides strong data connecting the relationship of music to academic
achievement, language arts and improved test scores. This project provides prototype
lesson plans that support grade level expectations and uses t4e Washington State
Essential Academic Learning Requirements as a basis for the concepts being taught. A
unit of lesson plans was developed that integrates music into the language arts.
Worksheets, graphic organizers and a music book list were developed as resources for
self contained third grade classroom teachers.
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CHAPTER!
INTRODUCTION
This project documents the importance of DDJSic in the public schools and
suggests the recent No Child Left Behind (NCLB) law has an adverse effect on DDJsic
prog,ams in America. Researchers Jane and Zastrow (2004) find music programs are

scaled back and in jeopardy in many areas of our country in spite of the recent Federal
Legislation (NCLB Title~ part ~ Section 9101) that includes the arts as a core
academic subject. One compendium of research presents strong data connecting the
relationship of music to academic achievement and improved test scores (Deasy, 2002).

Research indicates that DDJsic can be a useful classroom tool because music bas been
connected to student achievement and learning in other domains (Chaim~ Olson, &
Zurkowski, 1999).

When music instructional time is downsized and affected by budget rut backs,. the
general classroom teacher can provide students with some additional music experiences
that not only enrich their lives but increase student success. One group of studies find
learners are more likely to have higher levels of achievement if they participate in the arts

(Cattenll, Chaplean & Iwanag;a, 1999). Standard 8 of the National Standards for Arts
Education requites students to understand the relationship between music, the other arts,
and disciplines outside the arts. This standard supports the idea that music can and should
be integrated with other core subjects (Andrews & Sink, 2002).

Educational excellence requires a balanced course of study. The Secretary of
Education wrote to all public school Superintendent5> "For both the important knowledge
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and skills they impart and the ways in which they help students to succeed in school and

in life, the arts are an important part of a complete education"'(Pai~ 2004, 112).
Statement of the Problem
President George W. Bush signed the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) of2001
into law on January 8, 2002. This act represents a new version of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act (ESEA). Unlike the old law, NCLB lists music as one ofthe
core academic subjects. The NCLB law also requires all students to be performing at
their grade level in math and English by the year 2014. In the meantime, each school will

be required to test students annually to ensure they are making yearly progress. There is
nothing in the law that says one core subject is more important than another subject.
However, there is increasing pressure on administrators to focus on the core subjects.

In many schools,, this means less time for the arts and in some cases music

programs are downsized or discontinued (Jane & Zastrow, 2004). The Kansas City Star

newspaper- reported that school board members considered eliminating school band
programs in order for fifth grade students to have more time to study for state required
tests (Hendricks,, 2004). One music adminislratO£ is quoted in the Sim News, "Things are

awful all over South Carolina. Everyone likes to give lip service to the arts ... because
music bas not been tested,, it doesn't receive the same attention as other subjects""(Maines,,
2004, p. I).
A USA Today newspaper reporter- writes about a new study that examined the
implementation ofNCLB writes,, "that although music bas been shown to contribute to
students' cognitive development and self-esteem, less time is being devoted to the arts
particularly at the grade school level" (Toppo, 2004, 12)-
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Recent education reforms strive to improve student performance. Some fear tha-e
is little return for all the spending. Paul Harvey (1991) diswsses the educational "back to
basics" trend and addresses his radio audience:
Should we not be putting all our emphasis on reading,, writing and math? The
·back-to-basics curricula,' while it has merit, ignores the most urgent void in our
present system-absence of self-discipline. The arts, inspiring-indeed requiring
self-discipline, may be more ·basic' to our national survival than traditional credit

courses. Presently, we are spending 29 times more on science than oo the arts,, and
the result so far is worldwide intellectual embanassment (p.27).
There are a limited amount of public dollars to fund education. Many well
intended people compete for the same money. Music advocates need to actively

participate in funding decisions and collaborate with administJaton and decision makers

about the importance of fully funding art education programs. According to the program
supervisor for the Arts at the Washington State Office ofthe Superintendent of Public
Instructi~ (A Josephs, personal communication, February 10, 2005) art programs are
not on the decline in Washington State. Art leaden saw a nqpdive national trend
developing and became proactive in their strategic planning. A special Assistant on
Teacher" Quality and Arts Educators to the Secretary ofEducation repo~ "In
Washington stat~ the Essential Academic Leaming Requirements (EALRs) are helping
to establish the arts as central in local districts by setting clear benchmarks for

achievement in arts content, knowledge and skills" (Herbert, 2005, p.38). Assessment
will include the arts in the Washington Assessment of Student Leaming (WASL) in the
year 2007 to make sure instruction occurred as outlined in state law (Washington State
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House Bill 1209 and House Bill 2195). The arts have been defined as dance, visual arts,
music and theatre and have been included as a core subject since 1993 by state law.

In spite ofthis apparent support for the arts, local music advocates in Washington
State fear that budget shortfalls will affect music programs. In May of 2004, one school
district in North Central Washington projected a 1.9 million dollar shortfall in funds.
Administrators blamed the increased cost of public education on the passage of unfunded

mandates that wer-e created by W ASL tests and the new NCLB law. It was recommended
that teachen be reassigned in order to save money. This would then leave the fifth
through ninth grade string orchestra program without a music teacher. One angry parent
spoke out at a public meeting. "Cutting enrichment and music programs isn't likely to
improve W ASL scores that are hinged to the district's state academic standing"

(Steigmeyet\ 2004, p. 2). While parents may debate the connection between music
programs and WASL scores, test data does indicate that music participants do score

better on SAT tests. In 2004, test returns indicated college bound students involved in
music classes outperformed their non-arts~ scoring 57 points higher on the verbal
portion and 40 points higher- on the math portion. Students' average test scores increased
for every year of musical study (Retrieved February 22, 2005, from
http://www.menc.orgfmformat:ionl'advocate/sat.html).

The passage of the NCLB Act requires that educators use effective "scientifically
based research"" to support instruction of "'core academic subjects."" The definition of core
subjects in the new law includes Englis~ reading or language arts, mathematics, science,
foreign languages,, civics and g o ~ economics,, arts, history and geography (No
Child Left Behind Act of 2002, Trtle IX, Part A, Sec. 9101(11). Glenn (1992) writes, "if
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as a nation we are to reach the objectives set by the President and the governors, we
cannot deny the importance of music and the other" arts"' (p. l ).

As you might ~ not all academics agree. Eisner (1998) believes the

connection between academic achievement and the arts is overstated. He points ~ "The
effects ofthe arts appear to be greatest when the arts are intentionally used to raise
academic achievement in reading and writing""( p. 7). It makes it easier- for politicians to
avoid the hard choices when educators disagree c;>n the importance of the arts. Howevec,
the evidence is mounting that there is a relationship between art and music education and

student achievement. Recent research studies, as described below, provide a strong
connection between music instruction and reading ability (Butz:lafl: 2000).
Another study examines a relationship between reading skills and the skills used

to read a music transcript or music score. These researchers conclude that music
education does enhance reading abilities and link music learning to reading instruction
(Bemstorf & ~ 2002). Yet anothec author reviewed several studies that examined

the connection between music study and other nonmusical learning and writes, "There
appears to be a relationship between musical development and language skills

development" (p.10).
Duke (1987) asserts that "'reading. writing and thinking skills can be taught

through music" (p.152). Our modem society requires a workforce that is both literate and

creative. The discipline of music study helps teach students to work effectively and
allows students to transfer these study skills to other subjects at school
Mougin (1997) believes children learn to decode letters in order that they can read
books,just as they would learn to decode music symbols in ordec to read music. Teaching
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through music can also help children develop their imagination because music stimulates
visual, auditory and tactile learners. They develop listening skills and learn to visualize
without a picture prompt. "Music teachers are the best reading teachers any school has.

Each of us just bas to become better at telling others what it is we do (especially those
who think music, art, etc., are still in the "frill" category)" (Mougin as cited in Marshall,
p.7).
NCLB lists music and the arts as a core subject and does not place music in the

""fiill"" category. This law does require schools meet standards and measure student
progress and achievement. Test soores are recorded and funding withheld if standards are

not met. Classroom teachers create lesson plans that are designed to meet state and
national benchmarks. Students are then schooled to learn what educators and
administrators believe they need to .know. Teachers ""teach to the test"". Unfortunately, this
approach to learning does not develop innovative thinking skills.
Music instruction may be one way to support creativity while developing
language and reading skills. Robinson (2005) writes, 11America needs a workforce that is

flextl>l~ adaptable and highly creative; and it needs an education system that can develop
these qualities in everyone" (p. l ). There is a powerful educational value when studying
music and the arts. Balkin(I999) writes. "This magic (music) can move children in so

many varied ways that will energize them to learn almost anything" (p. 2).
Fox (2000) believes early music exposure is important for all children and will

later be an advantage when students receive directed, more active music instruction.
McDonald (1975) notes music is useful in the development of language and reading
readiness skills. Children broaden their vocabulary, develop auditory discrimination
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skills, learn to differentiate and integrate letter sounds as they have early singing

)
experiences. ~f music can help in the development of language skills, its use should be
explored and purposefully developed" (McDonald, 1975, p.876). This view is consistent
with the intent ofNCLB. Recent scientific research documents the benefits of music and
should be included in a well rounded education for our students.
Balkin (1999) concentrated on the need for a partnenbip between music and
literacy:

As educators. no matter what our specialty, we need to rerogni7.e that nothing in

the cwriculum is more important to the child's early education than those
experiences which reinforce the learning of literacy. By literacy, I mean not just
reading. but writing. thinking. talking, listening, and creating. All of these skills

and concepts are crucial to the educati~ psychological,, and social well-being
of the young student (p.1,2).
Many education administrators are unaware ofthe research that Jinks music
instruction with academic success. Art advocates need to educate policy makers about

the need for inclusion ofthe arts as they administer fedmd dollars to improve literacy.
Under the NCLB law, local policy makers prioritize funding. Main concerns in a school
district are set and often highly qualified teachers are placed in the high profile subjects
of reading and math. This then leaves music specialists low in the priority of funding.
Under the NCLB law, states have the authority to manage their own programs and
prioritize spending. Although the arts are not a funded mandate in the federal law, local
decision makers have the authority to include the arts as an allowable use of education
funds.
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Purpose and Position

The main focus ofthe project is to develop resources that will use music as a tool
to support learning and improve literacy skills in third grade classrooms. One ten year
federal study provides strong data connecting the relationship of music to academic
achievement, language arts and improved test scores through student engagement with

the arts (Catt~ 1999, p.viii). One author notes,, ""Research now offers a theoldicaI

basis for, and growing evidence o( the significant effects ofleaming shared between
music and other measures of academic achievement"(Scripp, 2002, p. 135). The
movement has momentum and university researchers have set the stage. Now classroom
teachers have the challenge to convince school boards and state legislators to grow the
music and art programs to meet the need for well rounded and well educated youth.

This project provides prototype lesson plans that support nmsic, reading and
spelling grade level expectations in Washington State. The project uses the Washington
State Essential Academic Leaming Requirements as a basis for the concepts being taught.

A unit of lest0n plans was developed that integrates music into the language arts. Several
lessons were designed to help students learn and practice speJling and high ftequency
vocabulary words selected by one self-contained classroom teacher. Another lesson
requires students to index music terms. Some lessons require that students listen to and
analyze several ballads. Graphic o ~ story maps, KWL charts, S W's chart and

sequence charts were developed to help students organize research, concepts and identify
the elements of a story in the text of a song. One lesson uses a Venn diagram to compare

and CODII3st information related to a buttedly unit of learning. Another lesson bas
students listen and respond to music depicting butterflies and bumblebees. Finally,
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teacher resources were developed to provide teachers with a list of trade books that are
related to music and the arts for the students~ self-selected reading time.
Dickinson (1993) writes, " ..music must be taught throughout the cwrirulum and

not just in separate areas such as orchestra and choir'"'(p.3). Music is not a ""smart pill" but
can be used to enhance learning in other subject endeavors. Dickinson (1997) writes one

rq,ort that provided a synthesis ofthe research on how an arts education affects learning
and concludes that musi~ art and drama experiences are a positive thing for children.
Another team of researchers used a brain imaging technique to record a cbild~s

brain activity. These images underscored the importance of a child's early years and
musical development (Flohr, Miller & DeBeus. 2000). While it is still unclear how
exactly learning in the arts transfers to othel' domains, Hetland and W'mner (2000)
contend that it is not necessary to establish a transfer effect. "The arts are important in

their own right and should be justified in tenns of the important and unique kinds of
learning that arise from the study ofthe arts" (p.7).
Significance of the Project
Reasons for including music in the classroom are well founded as recent studies
suggest there is a cross-auricular advantage when studying music (Deasy, 2002). Both
national and state nmsic guidelines include interdisciplinary study as a content standard.
Ohlhaver (1998) writes:

As far back as Plato, music was said to be a more potent instrument than any

other for education. The music center of the brain, it seems, lies close to both the
language center and the spatial center and therefore has the capacity to train the
brain for higher forms of thinking (p. 32).
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Consistent with the requirements ofNCIB, modem researchers can now produce
scientific based research that gives us new data about learning and the brain. Zull (2002)
uses neuroscience to support findings about the biological process that resuhs in thinking
and learning_ "'Understanding the brain will enrich teaching. It will give us new ideas for
educational tools, and it will change our ideas of how the mind works. It will change our
practice and our philosophy" (p. 7). Zull (2005) believes there is a connection between art,

thought and learning. "The importance ofthe arts in school, then, is strongly associated
with motivation and interest... (p.39).
Hetland (2000) suggests music enhances spatial reasoning skills or mathematical
ability. Anothel" study suggests that students who learn their fiactions through musical
rhythms improve one hundred percent when taking a fiaction test (Graziano. Peterson, &

Shaw~ 1999). A UCLA professor finds that students who study music will experience
overall academic improvement i n ~ reading, history and geography in spite of
socioeconomic differences in their home life (Cattenll et al. 1999). Researcher Lois
Fisher (2000) concludes, "music instruction in the preschool and elementary years
enhances spatial-tempoml and, to a lesser extent, other spatial learning while the music
instruction is in progress (p.226).
This project provides classroom learning experiences that allow students to
connect music with learning in other non-music domains. Students can improve reading,

writing, speakin& and listening skills outside of language arts classes (Andrews & S~
2002. p.3). The integrated music and reading lessons that are presented in this project
were designed to practice vocabulary and reading comprehension. The lessons were
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developed based on selected children,s song text, a second and third grade high

:frequency use spelling list, and a Butterfly thematic unit (Ramsey,. 2005). Resources
include worksheets and a music trade book resource list that will serve as a guide for
student self-selected reading.
Limitations
The limitation within the project is that integrated music experiences will provide
quality learning opportunities but should not replace regular sequential music instruction

with a music specialist. One group of researchers indicates a need for well educated arts
teachers who can be both flexible and knowledgeable both in and out of their specialty.
We need teachers who -through their own experiences in the arts- are compl~
reflective thinkers and practitioners, knowledgeable about the young people they

teach and the cultum; that define them. Arts teachers need to be able to balance
teaching both in and across their disciplin~ which implies the ability to be

collaborative and aware of posstbilities for learning beyond their own
specializations (Abel~ et. al, 1999, p.45).
This project does not solve the subject shift and funding problems that plague

many school districts in our country today as a result of the increased demands due to the
No Child Left Behind Law. While the project offers integrated lesson plans that meet
some of the Washington Essential Academic Leaming Requirements in Reading and
I.angnage Arts. these lessons will not provide comprehensive music inslruction that
would meet all the state and national music benchmarks. In the event ofbudget cut backs
and the elimination of music inslruction,, the classroom teacher can offCI' additional music
exposure. Some music exposure is better than none at all
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Music connections can be made with other learnings in the self-contained
clanroom. Andrews and Sink (2002) espoust; "Integrated instruction mirrors the world

in which individuals liv~ makes learning relevant to students' personal lives, and creates
comections among disciplines, adding coherence to vast amounts of information" (p.3).
Thompson (1992) states. "The fact that music is an integral part of living suggests that it

should be an integnl part of school experiences" (p.51).
While integrating music into othec subject areas has merit, not all music
researchers would agree. Some art advocates argue that music has its own value and
should be its own discipline. Winner and Hetland (2002) suggest the study of music may
have a broader learning effect but music teachers should not be held accountable for
academic improvement in other subject areas. One educator believes integrated music
projects tail because "'"Music instruction may become a servant to other subjects, giving

up its own integrity" (Thompson, 1992, p.51).
Definition of Terms

Arts Education
An arts education offers a comprehensive and sequeoti~ standards based K-12
instruction i n ~ music, theatre and the visual arts. Retrieved ftom:
http://www.kl2.wa.us/Cmrirulumlnstruct/Artsfdefimlt.aspx

5Wscbart
The 5 W"s chart is a type of graphic organizer that lets the student think about and
list the "Who, When, Wher~ What and Why" of a story in a simple visual way. Retrieved
:from: ht&p:/lwww.enchanted1eaming.coml'graphicorganizers,5ws/
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Core Subiect Areas
"A fundamental core of learning is essential for students to acquire, and the

various disciplines (math, science, history, language arts) each have a significant
contnlJUlion to make toward that core"' (Thompson,

I99Z p_48)_

Currirulum Integration

"Integrated inslructional appmacbes use the language and methodology from
more than one discipline and focus on unifying themes, issues, problems. concepts, and
experiences"' (as cited in Andrews and Sink, 2002, p.3)-

EALRs
The Washington State Es!enrial Academic Leaming llequimnents {EALlls) are
defined as., "Statewide academic standards developed for the 'basic' - reading, writing,
communication,, and mathematics, and for science, history, geography, civics, economics,
arts, and health & fitness" (Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction, 2000).

Gmpbic orpnizas
Graphic organizers are a pictorial or graphical ways to organi7.e information and
thoughts for undentanding, remembering, or writing about Retrieved from:
http://www.graphic.org
National Standards for Music Education
The National Standards for DR1sic education is a doaunent which outlines basic
music outcomes for all public school students, include singing, performing on
instruments, improvising, composing, reading/notating, listening/analyzing, evaluating,
undentanding relationships between music and other" disciplines, and understanding
music in relation to history and culture (Andrews and Sink, 2002, p_9J-93).
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No Child Left Behind
No Child Left Behind (NCLB) is a public Jaw that incorporates the educational
principles and strategies proposed by President Bush. These include increased
accountability for States. school districts,, and schools; greater choice for parents and
stud~ particularly those attending low-performing schools; more flexibility for States
and local educational agencies in the use ofFederal education dollars; and a stronger

emphasis on reading, especially for our youngest children. Retrieved ftom:
http://www.ed.gov/ncJb/overview/intro/execsumm.html
OSPI
The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) saves as the central

point of contact for local, regional and national media covering K-12 education issues in

Washington State. Retrieved from http://www.k12.wa.us/
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT )
A scholastic aptitude test (SA'I) is a test that must use a medium within which to
measure intellectual ability. For the SAT, that medium is Math and English. Retrieved
from: http://www.oollegedegreeguide.comlarticles-ft/sat.ht:m
Scientifically based research
Federal allocations Under the No Child Left Behind Act, slrestes the "term

'scientifically based research'. The intent, is to "transform education into an evidencebased field". This means those who supports arts education will have to become more
familiar with the work of research that involves the application of rigorous, systematic
and objective procedures to obtain reliable and valid knowledge relevant to education

activities and programs by independent experts through a comparably rigorous, objective

IS
and scientific review. No Subject Left Behind: A Guide to Arts Education Opportunities
in the 2001 Education Act. Retrieved August 2004, from www.aep-arts.org (p.6).
Sequence chart

A sequence chart is a graphic organize£ that descn'bes the stages or steps in a
process. Retrieved :from: http://www.eduplace.com/graphicorganizer/
Stq> by Step chart

A step by step chart is a graphic organizer- that writes each step of a story in time
order. Retrieved from: http://www.eduplace.com/graphicorganizer/

StmyMaJ>
A story map is a graphic organizer- that can be useful in helping a student analyze
or write a story. The graphic organizer helps the student identify the elements of the
story and the theme of the story, the setting (time and place), the problem faced by the
~

how the problem is approached and the outcome. Retrieved ftom:

http://www.encbantedleaming.com/graphi~storymap
Trade books

Trade books are books designed for the general public and available through an
ordinary book dealer, as distinguished ftom a limited-edition book, textbook or mass

market paperback. Random House Unabridged Dictionary (1997). Random llouM; Inc.
Venn Diagram
A Venn Diagram is a graphic organize£ that is made up of two overlapping
circles. in language art instruction, this diagram is useful for examining similarities and
differences in charact~ stori~ poems,, etc. Retrieved from:
http://www.sdcoe.kl2.ca.us/score/actbank/tvenn.btm
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Washington State Assessment of Student Leaming (WASL)

The Washington State Assessment of Student Leaming (WASL) are academic
tests that are given to students in the State of Washington at the 4•, 1'11, and 101h grades
that measure student learning. Retrieved ftom:
http://www.kl2.wa.us/assessment/WASUoverview.aspx
Project Overview
Chapter one includes: (a)Statement of the problem; (b)Purpose and position;
(c)Significance of the project; (d)Definition ofTenns; and (e)Limitations ofthe study.
Chapter two gives a review of the literature. Research summaries examined the NCLB

Act and studied how this law has influenced music programs. Other studies check out the
connedion between music and cognitive learning. impmved SAT test scores, the effects
music integration had on learning and examined one compendium that looked at the
academic results from seven different music education programs. Finally, studies were
inspected that question the connection between JWSic and learning. Chapter- three gives
details of the methods used to research this thesis project. Chapter four explained the

study and implementation ofthe thesis project. The integrated les10D plans within the
project can be used independently and are designed to be a resource for music integration
in a third grade self contained classroom. Chapter five offers recommendations and
conclusions based on the research.

CHAPTERII

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction
President George W. Bush signed the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) into law
on Jamary 8, 2002 (NCLB, 2004). This recent federal legislation ammtly has an advene
effect on music programs in our country in spite of the addition of the arts as a core

academic subject. The Kansas Star newspaper-~ "Music teachen everywhere fear
that the focus on testing could mean fewer kids playing in high school bands someday. The
later children can join the school band, the less likely they will Too many otha" aclivities

compete for their time" (Hendricks, 2004, February 25). Research indicates the importance
and need for contim,ed funding of music programs in public schools (Jane & Zastrow,
2004). One researcber- suggests that music study may actually improve cognitive

achievement in children (Chan. 2003). Another mcbel" suggests that music programs
are a great investment in our children's public school educational experience (Wo)t: 2002).
The review of the literature will be divided into six sections. The first section will
discuss the NCLB federal law and how it is affecting art and music programs in America
today. The second section will include research that examines the relationship betwem
music exposure and cognitive learning. The third section will document a connection

between music and SAT test score results.. The fourth section will examine one particular
report call~ Champions ofChange which summarizes the findings of seven major
studies.The fifth section will examine the effects integrating music into a self contained

classroom has on a child's learning process and attitudes toward reading and music
17
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instruction. Finally, the sixth section will provide studies that question the connection
between music and learning.
No Child Left Behind and Music Programs
Researchers Jane and Zastrow (2004) examine the current amdition ofthe arts in
American public schools. This study was based on a mail survey sent to 1,000 principals

selected at random from four diverse, representative states; Indiana, Maryland, New
Mexico, and New York. There was a 32 percent response rate for the survey. There was
aJso a focus group of principaJs selected at random from across the country to provide

input on the subject. These school leaders found that teachers were spending more time
on reacting, writing and math and less time in music and h"beral arts classes, particularly

at the elementary level and in high minority schools. "Educators and non-educators alike
are expressing growing concern that the combined force of budget ruts and recent

J

education reforms are narrowing the academic currimlum in our nation's public
elementary and secondary schools"' (Jane & z.astrow, 2004, p.11). The President of the
Council for Basic Education asserts,

The narrowing of the curriculum is worrisome because students need exposure to
history, sociaJ studi~ geography, and foreign languages to be fully prepared for
citizenship, work and learning in a rapidly changing world. Truly high
expectations cannot begin and end with math, science, and reading (Council for

BasicEducati~ 2004, p.l).
This study aJso discovered decreases in instructionaJ time and teacher
development in foreign~ increases in insttuctional time for social studies, civics
and geography. Maryland schools show large decreases in time for the arts and foreign
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language and also elementary social studies, civics and geography. (Jane & .lastrow,
2004, p.21). On the other hand, New York schools show inaeases in instructional time
for elementary school social studies, civics and geography. (Jane & .zastrow, 2004, p.23).
The move away ftom the art programs is the most noticeable in elementary and minority

schools, but researchers did find some positive trends in the higher grades. This report
highlights the need for equality in acces.t to arts curriadum for all students including low

income minority students. llesearchers found that the unintended result ofNCLB may be
a pos!l'll>le opportunity gap between white and minority studmts. Jane and Zastrow (2004)
conclude, "The threat to the liberal arts is reaf' (p.25).
Music and Cognitive Leaming

Critical Links (Deasy, 2002), is a compilation of 62 qualitative and quantitative

studies that examine music and bow children learn. Some ofthe individual studies that
are included indicate a strong connection between music and learning, Other studies are
more skeptical and view the data presented with uncertainty. This document bas a music

specific section that features 14 studies that make the case for a link between student
achievement learning and music. The methodology and stated rauJts ofthis group of

studies make a significant contnl>ution to the way music educators understand this topic.
A recent Hoog Kong study also examines the affects of music instruction on the

brain. Researchers Cheung and Ho (2003) test the hypothesis that verbal memory can be
increased with music instruction. The researdien studied 90 boys between the ages of six
and fifteen. Half of the students bad private music training and also played in school
orchestras for one to five years. The other students were claumates with no music
training. Verbal tests were given to both groups of children to test verbal memory for
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word and image recall The researchers found that in comparison to their counterparts,
children who bad music lessons showed better- verbal memory but not visual memory.

The verbal improvement was more significant with additional years of music training and
the results were condated with the length of study. The visual memory difference

between the two groups was not radically differ-ent. Previous studies have shown that
verbal memory is associated with the left lobe ofthe brain. while visual memory is

associated with the right lobe. Therefore, this outcome suggests that regular music
inslruction bas an impact on memory processing with a probable alteration in the left
temporal lobe of the brain.
Music and Better SAT Test Results

Vaughn and Wmner (2000) make a connection between students who study the
arts and improved SAT scores. The participants in this study wece students who wece test

takers and voluntarily answered questions to a questionnaire. These responses were then
compared to student verbal,, math and combined SAT scores. The data were mmined by
meta-analyses and differences were found in the effect size between math SAT and arts,
verbal SAT and arts and the relative relationships of the various arts classes with test
performance. A significant relationship was found between all of the arts disciplines and
math and verbal SAT scores. Findiog,i indicate: (a) students who take arts classes have
higher math, verbal and composite SAT scores than students who take no arts classes; (b)
SAT scores increase and relate to the number of years a student bas art study; (c) if a
student takes four or more years of art classes, they will have a stronger rdationship with
SAT results; (cl) math outcomes are consistently smaller than verbal outcomes (Vaughn
and Wmner, 2000, p.87). A meta-analysis was done to investigate the relationships of the
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students with art training and the SAT. Findings indicate that acting classes and music
history, theory or appreciatioo. had the strongest relationship with math SAT scores.
However, all classification of arts classes were found to have significant relationships

with both verbal and math SAT scores. Future research should inv~e the type of arts
programs that affect student learning. More research is needed to understand the
relationship between the kinds of arts study that leads to better" test scores. The data were

obtained by a student questionnaire that was a part ofthe SAT testing process that
questioned students~ academic training and history. The significance ofthis research is
the large sample size ofthe SAT testing population.

The College Eotnmce Examination Board (as cited in MENC~ 2005) also links
music and higher test scores. They report:
Studems ofthe arts continue to do better than their non-arts peen on the SAT. In

2002, test takers with coursework/experience in music performance scored 57
points higher on the verbal portion of the test and 40 points higher" on the math
portion than students with no coursework or experience in the arts. Scores for
those with coursework in music appreciaaion were 64 points higher on the verbal
and 43 points higher on the math portion (p. l).

In the Music &IMcators Journal~ Drs. Demorest and Morrison (2000) examined
and critiqued the benefits of music. These researchers maintain no long lasting effects for
anyone who simply listens to music. They suggest that this popular belief called "the

Mozart Effect" should warn music teachel's about music scientists who try to link music
and cognition. They also examine the oft claimed relationship between music and
academic achievement. On the 1999 SAT, music students had better test results than their
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non-art peers. A student's average test score increased for every year of additional nmsic
study. While the authors do not believe that music education actually increased the test
scores, they believe nmsic exposure certainly does no harm. DeMorest and Morrison
(2000) glean ftom the data:

... "music participation does not interfere with academic progress. Students in

music pull-out programs and those with greater- years spent in arts education

maintain a higher- than average level of academic achievement. This is a direct
contradiction to the "back to basics"' mentality that view DRJsic and other arts as
ftills that distract students ftom more important subjects. Whether' or not music
increases cbildrm's brain power. it clearly doesn't hurt it. 1'buS; the path to
academic excellence would seem to involve muhiple avenues rather than the
single road of reading, writing and arithmetic" (p. 38-39).
A Music and Leaming Report: Champions of Change
The Arts Education Partnership published a document;, Champions <!fChange

which includes reports of seven projects that examine various art education programs that
use different teaching methodologies (Fiske, 1999). These seven projects explore the
impact of arts and music on student learning and socializ.ation. Researchers found that

music affects students in very special ways. Students do better and achieve more when
they are engaged with the arts. One of the most obvious :findings in this compendium is
that arts participation is correlated with socioeconomic status. However, the implication

is very important: if a student ftom a disadvantaged home bas art or music training, it can
help level the playing field for the student.
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Champions ofChange also suggests that "(a) other domains are affected by

learning in the arts; (b) student:s can often be reached by music who otherwise are
disconnected; (c) art engages the whole person and the student feels deeply drawn into
his/her learning experience; (cl) through arts. studmts feel linked to self and others; (e)
the environment and school rulture are changed in a positive way for learning; (t) art and

music help hook up learning experiences to the real world, and; (g) students involved in
art can be challenged even when the learner is not being challenged in other ways"

( ~ 19'J9, p. x, XI). Researchers selected successful schools and programs that
exemplified excellence for their research. The findings were significant and addressed
outcomes as measural on paformance tests in reading,

math and other subjects. One

weakness in this study was that researchers did not explain why art and music programs
benefited students. Researchers concluded that students who were involved with the arts
were more likely to be engaged in leamin& engaged in school and often attain higher
levels of succeu. More research is needed to uncover the exact reason why music tends
to motivate student~ encourage learning and stimulate their involvement in the world.
One partiwlar qualitative study that is included in Champions t!fChange. was a
multi year examination of a program called, Creating Original Opera designed by the
Metropolitan Opera Guild Wolf (19'J9) observed four elementary classrooms of lttxlents
who participated in a program in which they produced and created an original opera.
They compared classroom participation rates ofthese students to fellow students who did
not participate in an opera program. The methodology of this study and qualitative design

provides a better understanding ofwhy the arts make a diffaence in student 1eaming.
Researchers collected data by observing both groups of students and watched for
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collaborative efforts, children who took turns, student participation and problem solving
efforts. Transcripts that recorded learning exchanges between teachers and students wer-e
also read and examined. The researchers found that dementary students who wer-e
involved in creating an original opera had better participation than their non opera
creating peers. This research described how children working together on an opera
became engaged in the learning process. Opera students wece o n ~ enthusiastic,
creative and tenacious. The students functioned wdl as a team and responded better- to

the ftow of other student oomments than the non-opera students. The data PJggfS(ecl that
the longec students were involved in making decisions and choices in their own cr~ve
process, the effects on the quality oftheir clastroOlll participation remained significant
and substantial. The results ofthe study support the idea·that art education is important
and can have significant benefits for student learners. Of coune, skeptics could argue that

group participation in a science project, or even growing an organic vegetable garden
could yield the same findings.
Integrating Music in a Self Contained Classroom

Andrews (1997) examined the way student attitudes might be affected when
integrating music into a reading program. The effects of an integrated reading and music

instructional approach on fifth-grade students' rnacting acbiev~ reading attitude,
music achievement, and music attitude was measured and observed. Two fifth grade

classrooms in North Carolina participated in the study. Each class had I I females and 18
males. The integrated reading and music class received 20 minutes of integrated study
during reading class time for 50 minutes each day for I I weeks. The conlrol class
received no integrated instruction. In addition, both classes had two 30 minute music

)
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instructional periods with a music specialist each week. Students were tested both before
and after the study. The music integration included inslruction in comparing and

contrasting. text organization and music form recognition. A 5 point Likert scale was
used to assea the results of the Music Attitudes profile which included questions about
how students feh about music. The Elementary Reading Attitude Smvey was given to the

students to measure attitudes about reacting activities. The students were able to answer
the question anonymously. Results indicated that both the music and reading attitudes got

better" when music was integrated into reacting instruction. However. reading and music
skills were not affected. The strength of the study was the sample selected was not a

convenience sample but rather a sample selected to repraent a partiadar population and
was balanced for gender. More research is needed to ascertain whether a study of
integrated longevity wouJd change the effects on student achievement.

No Proof of a Music and Leaming Connection Yet
Not all researchers support a clear connection between learning and the arts. A

quantitative study (Winnec & Cooper, 2000) examined the relationship between art study
and academic performance. A complete literature search included J, 135 studies. Criterion

were established by researchers and 31 studies were selected. The decisive factors were:
(a) the arts were identified as a general discipline in the study; (b) there wue control

groups; (c) outcomes needed to consider academic achievement; and (d) the studies had
to have enough data to compute an effect size. The group of selected studies was then

divided into a correlational and experimental group. Three meta-analyses were conducted
on the corrdational group. Researchers used met.analyses to ex:,mine studies that

compared art with composite math and verbal scores. The second meta-analyses looked
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at the relationship between arts and verbal skills. The third examined the arts and math.

Two meta-analyses were also carried out on the experimental group to look at math
outcomes and verbal outcomes. The results indicated a strong trend that showed a

relationship between arts study and academic achievement but was not able to prove a
direct link. The weakness in this study overall is the small sample size. Researchers also
caution that nothing is known about the quality of art instruction in the sample. More
research is needed to :furthe£ investigate the particular conditions that add to student
learning.

Another skeptic, But7Jaf( (2000) examined the relationship between music
instruction and reading ability. A met.analysis was done on 24 oorrelational research
studies that established a link between music instruction and standardized reading tests.
The students did not provide ~test reacting scores nor were students randomly

assigned. Standardized reading tests were administe£ed that followed music instruction in
order to establish a causal relationship. Six additional experimental studies were
examined. A connection between music and reading was shown in these studies.

However-~ there was no unified reading test administered as a dependent variable. This
researcher was unwilling to speak to positive. reliable findings in this small sample of
experimental studies. but was impressed with the trend of the results that share a strong
positive correlation between music and standardized reading and verbal tests. Further
research is recommended in order to wntinue to build a case for a positive association
between music and reading.
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Summary
The scientific evidence is credible and convincing. There are strong connections

between music instruction and student achievement. Exposure to music helps to develop

the workings ofthe brain. Music training can help stimulate cognitive and verbal
development in a child. Music education is also linked to higher test scores and college
success. Many educators feel that the system is not yet fully committed to including
music as a central part of academic instruction in America even though music is now
listed as a core subject in the recent NCLB legislation. Music educators need to be aware

of the recent changes in public policy. While this legislation does some good things ftom
a music teacher's perspectM; it will still be important to 1nd the implementation of

NCLB and how it impacts school budgets. Schools often feel the pres.,ure of the high
stakes testing required in the NCLB legislation in the areas of sciena; history~ reading

and math. Additional music experiences can be offered in a self contained cla5.1Coom that
provide extra practice with reading and spelling and offer aoss currimlar benefit to

music and the language arts.

CHAPTERm
Procedures
The main goal ofthis project was to develop model lestoDS that integrate music
with the language arts. The learning unit plans include four sections. First a unit of lessons
was designed for whole group reading instruction that help students identify the elements

of a story in a song. Students will comprehend important details and expand

comprehension by scrutinizing the information. Second,, activity sheets were created to
help students practice spelling words. This allows students additional practice to develop
word recognition and vocabulary skills. Third, lessons were developed to use with a
thematic unit on butterflies that encourage students to read to learn new information and
make a connection with otha- leamings. Third, a music trade book: ffliOUfCe list was

intended to support student self selected reading time. This permits students to develop
interests and encourages reading for personal pleasure. Finally;, worksheets were created to

help students practice and develop indexing and spelling skills.
The lessons were developed within the project so the integrity of each discipline

was not compromised when music was integrated with the language arts in a self contained
third grade classroom. The lessons were designed to meet grade level expectations and

support the academic standards in Washington State as detailed in the Washington
Essential Academic Leaming Requirements in Reading and Language Arts and music.

In an overview of reading .instruction, OSPI (2005) guidelines state, "grade level
expectations descn'be a connected series of learning competencies necessary to create
proficient readers"(p.4).
28
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In third grade, students select and combine skills to read fluently with meaning and
purpose. They apply comprehension and vocabuJary strategies to a wider variety of literary
gemes and informational text. Students demonstrate comprehension by participating in
discussio~ writing responses, and using evidence from text to support their thinking

They read for pleasure and choose books based on personal preference, topic, or author
(OSPI,, 2005, p.4).

......

The EALR standards for reading in Washington State are as follows:

I.

2.

TIie stadalt alldastuds ud ma differmt skills ud stntegia to rad.
1.1

Use word recognition skills and slrategies to read and comprehend text.

1.2

Use vocabuJary (word meaning) strategies to comprehend text.

1.3

Build vocabuJary through wide reading.

1.4

Apply word recognition skills and strategies to read fluently.

TIie ltadmt .......... die an•iag ofwllat is rad.

2.1

Demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.

2.2

Understand and apply knowledge oftext components to comprehend text.

2.3

Expand comprehension by analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing
information and ideas in literary and informational text.

2. 4

Think critically and analyze author's use of language, style, purpose, and
perspective in informational and literary text.

3.

TIie stadalt rads diffenwt lllataials for a variety of iJlll1NJHI.
3.1

Read to learn new information.
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4.

3.2

Read to perform a task.

3.3

Read for career applications.

3.4

Read for literary/nanative experience in a variety of genres.

TIie....,..

Ids gNls ud naluus pvogtm to iapnwe nwtiag

4.1

Assess reading strengths and need for improvement.

4.2

Develop interests and share reading experiences.

The Washington Music Educators Association (2005) "believes a good music
education is a critical component of a basic education for all students (p. 7). The OSPI

website (2005) articulates a vision statement for Washington schools:
The AR.Ts, which include dance. music, theatre, and visual arts, will be effectively
integrated into student educational experiences in all W asbington State
schools. Our belief is that quality inslruction in The AR.Ts shall be provided by arts
specialists and classroom teachers and supported by partnerships with professional
orpnizations and community progimns in the arts. This partna"ed instruction will
enhance both student literacy, and meaningful, purposeful, and enjoyable

educational learning opportunities. It will also support student prepmation for life
as a contnbuting 21st century citizen. We further believe that the arts integrate with
all other subject areas to create learning opportunities fur all learners that
communicate achievement, respect, :freedom, and fun.
The EAIA standards for DBJsic in Washington State are as follows:

MIiiie
I.

The student understands and applies arts knowledge and skills.
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1.1.1

The student understands arts concepts and vocabulary: pitch, rhythm,

expression (dynamics,, styl~ tempo, phrasing) and timbre.
1.1.2 The students understands arts concepts and vocabulary: notation, fonn,
melody~ harmony.
1.2

The student understands arts skills and techniques.

1.3

The student understands and applies arts styles from various artists,
cultures and times.

1.4

The student applies audience skills in a variety of arts settings and

performances.

2.1

The student applies a creative process in the arts.

2.2

The student applies a perfonnance process in the arts.

2.3

The student applies a responding process to an arts presentation:

3. I

The student uses the arts to express and present ideas and feelings.

3.2

The student uses the arts to communicate for a specific pmpose.

3.3

The student develops personal aesthetic criteria to communicate artistic

choices.

4.1

The student demonstrates and analyzes the connections among the arts
disciplines.
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4.2

The student demonstrates and analyzes the connections between the arts

and other oontem areas.
4.3

The student understands how the arts impact lifelong choices.

4.4

The student understands that the arts shape and reflect wlture and history.

4.5

The student demonstrates knowledge of arts careers and the role of arts

slcilJs in the world of work.
The EALRs lend themselves to an integration model This project gives students
the opportunity to connect knowledge :from one subject area to anothe£. Students will have

additional practice developing both spelling and reading skills and simultaneously gain
additional music exposure and experience.
Journal articles, newspaper and media, personal interviews, books and qualitative

and quantitative scientific studies were used to develop the integrated project and are listed
within the reference section. Materials were obtained from personal interviews with

teachen and expetts in the field, the Internet, OSP~ ~ Central Washington

University Library's electronic database and campus library. The main fows of the project
is to offer- teacbe£ and student resources that integrate music into third grade self contained
classrooms.

.,...

CHAPTERIV

)
The Project
The lessons included in the project were designed to give st11dent:s additional

music and learning experiences in a self contained third grade classroom. The activities
were created to enhance the grade level expectations of a third grade self contained

classroom in North Central Washington. Each activity in the project was explained
briefly in the list that follows.

Intes,ating music into langpage arts
1. The students will use interactive strategies using graphic organi7.en that are
visual representations that help students organize, tead between the lines and
undent:and the materials presented in the text of a song.
2. The students will recognize class spelling words in the text of a song. This
allows students to have a fun and enjoyable way for additional spelling

practice. Students will write the words down and identify them. It also
provides students to draw on prior knowledge and gives additional word usage
practice when they see the word used in a different context.
3. The students will listen to two musical pieces that represent a butterfly and
bumblebee. The students will use a Compare and Contrast Cell Chart and/or
Venn Diagram to oompare and contrast a bumble bee and butterfly. This

thematic lesson gives students the opportunity to connect their learning,; ftom
language arts, science and music.
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4. Students will organize music vocabulary terms alphabetically. Students will
have the opportunity to expand their vocabulary as they understand the

definition of simple music tenns.
5. The teacbe£ will be provided a recommended music book list to use as a

resource for student self selected reading time. These books encourage
comprehension of text while reading and enjoying fiction and nonfiction
music books for student personal enjoyment.
The activities are adapted ftom and based upon a variety of sources including one

North Central Washington third grade teacher's classroom web site, the Internet, graduate
thesis and print material from the Central Washington Library and penonal interviews.

&ch activity lists the appropriate EALR in reading and music that is intended by

Washington State.

)

ChapterV

SUMMARY
Research ~ewing the recent No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB) indicates that
the legislation has had an unintended negative effect on music programs. Administrators

face challenges due to tight budgets and unfunded mandates. The law puts pressure on
teachers to improve math and reading .scores due to high stakes testing procedures. The
NCLB legislation is over 1~000 pages long and does accomplish some good things. The
language in the law includes the arts as a •core academic subject• along with English,
reading or language~ mathematics, science,, foreign I ~ civics and
government, economi~ ~ history and geography. The bill states that federal funds are
to be used to support the 111core academic subjects. 111 It will be important that music

educators learn about this law and understand the implications on funding allocations.

)

A guide to the Arts Education Opportunities in the 2001 Education Act was
prepared by the U.S. Department of Education and is a valuable resource for music
educators(~ 2001). The educational reform is ex.plained in brief. The guide lists
music resources, gives an overview of the new law, ex.plains the new emphasis on
scientific research and identifies resources that list studies pertaining to the arts. This
manuscript will be updated periodically and is intended to be a cunent and living
resource. Music educators can use this document to stay current with the scientific based
research that supports the benefits of music and learning.

NCIB also recommends federal money be spent on highly qualified teachers. The
music education profession offen symposia, professional journals, workshops and
35
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electronic communications that will help teachers keep up with research and best teacher
practices in music education_ The MENC is the national association for music education

that bas the expertise to provide music teachers and administrators with up to date
research results and reliable informatioo related to this law and how it is being
implemented.

Conclusions

An important part ofteaching music is music advocacy. Music educators have a
responsibility to collaborate with other educators,, administrat~ and other leaden in
their community in order to build the support that will protect and preserve music
programs in om schools. Music benefits children and should be available to every child.

"Music allows us to celebnte and preserve om cultural heritages, and also to explore the
realms of expression, imagination, and creation resulting in new knowledge.

Therefore.

every individual should be guaranteed the opportunity to learn music and to share in

musical experi~ (MENC~ p I).
Recommendations

The findings in the research indicate the following information be given to
elementary staff: administrators and decision makers in school matters:
1. Early music exposure is beneficial. These early childhood music experiences will
help children stay interested and involved in music programs in the long run.
There is a need for more research that demonstrates the connection between these
early music experiences and learning benefits.
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2.

Music can improve student attitudes toward school and ultimately produce better
readers and test takers. The longer students participate in the arts, the greater the
impact on academic achievement and higher test scores.

3. Educators need to work in partnership and help students make auricular
connections. There is a need for more teacher training so administrators and
all teachers recognize and value music as a valuable tool for learning in othe£
domains.

4. Music can be integrated in a self contained classroom in a variety ofways with
other subjects like readin& spelling and language arts with positive measurable
results. More planning time will be needed for teachers to collaborate and prepare

coordinat~ meaningful learning experiences for students.
The data are plentiful and the case has been made for many links between music

and student achievement. Music benefits children and should be available to every child.

When given the~ decision makers at all levels should support a complete coune of
music education taught by skilled teachers.
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Leswa Olle: A•iwpl Fair: K-W-L
Grade Lffel: 3rd grade

Duatioa: 20-30 minutes
EALll:
• Radiag
1.2
use vocabulary (word meaning) strategies to comprehend text
1.4
apply word recognition skills and strategies to read fluently
2.1
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension
2.1.3 organize main ideas and supporting details in a teacher-selected graphic
organize£ to enhance comprehension of text.
3.1
read to learn new information
•

Mmic
1.2
develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch
3.2
uses the arts to communicate fur a specific purpose (e.g. inform, motivate)
4.2
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforce learnings in other- content
areas.

Objectives:
•

Students will complete a KWL Chart in order to demonstrate succeuful reading
for understanding/cornpre~ion of the text of the song Animal Fair.

Curimlll• (•hjed mas) Coaaectioas:
•

This activity is lesson one as part of a music/language arts music unit using

graphic organizers to find the st:Oiy in a song.

Materials:
•

Recording and text ofthe song Animal Fair

•

Overhead transparency ofK-W-L Chart (sample in Appendix A)

•

Overhead/Overhead pen

•

Students individual K-W-L Charts

•

Pens/Pencils
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l'IOftdare:
•

Explain to students that we will first listen to a song that tells a story.

•

Students will listen to the song while they also read the text of the song on an

overhead transparency.
•

Play song a second time and invite children to sing along.

•

Hand out the KWL chart. Explain to students that this chart will help us find out
what we already know, what we would like to find out more about and finally

what we learned about.
•

Guide students as they fill out a KWL chart.
I. List the animals that we know were at the zoo in the K portion of the
chart.

2. List any animals that we want to know about that were at the zoo.

)
•

Teacher will ask, "What animals were at the

zoor

List student responses on the

overhead transparency in the IC portion ofthe chart.
•

Teacher will now ask students to think of some questions that they would like to
know about the animals at the zoo. List student responses on the overhead
transparency in the W portion of the chart.

•

Ask students ifthey can get more information on a monk ftom the text of the
song. (Answer is no).

•

Teacher should then be prepared to read to students a paragraph about two
animals: the monk seal and a monkey.

•

When students hear an answer to one of their questions they can complete the L

section of their chart.
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Cloare:

)

)

•

Teacher will review what we have learned with students.

•

Invite children to sing song one last time.
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Animal Fair
Ama-ican folk song

Resource: MacMillan-Mc6raw-HII music text ·s~ the Music"

I went to the animal fair
All the birds and the beasts were there
The big baboon by the light of the moon
Was combing his auburn hair.
You should have seen the monk
He sat on the elephant's trunk
The elephant sneezed and fell on his knees
And what ~ of the monk,
The monk, the monk, the monk,
The monk, the monk, the monk?

KWLChart
Animal Fair

Question: Who was at the Animal Fair?

WhatlKnow

What I Want to Know

What I Learned

The animals that
were at the fair:

What is a monk?

A Monk Seal is a
very rare animal
that lives in the
Mediterranean Sea.

1. birds

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

beasts
baboon
monkey
skunk
elephant
monk
OR

A Monk could be an
short word for
"monkey"
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KWLChart

)

Animal Fair

Question: Who was at the Animal Fair?

WhatlKnow

Whatl\VanttoKnow
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What I Leamed
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Lasoa Two: nree Little Fislua: Clwll of J:vats Cbrt
Gnde Lffd: 3rd grade

Dantioa: 20-30 minutes
EALll:
• Reading
1.2
use vocabulary (word meaning) strategies to comprehend text.
1.3
build vocabulary through wide reading.
2.1
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
2.1.3 organize main ideas and supporting details in a teacher-selected graphic
~ to enhance comprehension of text.
2.2.1 understand story sequence in informationaJ/expository text and literarynanative text.
3.1
read to learn new information
•

Mmic
1.2
3.2
4 .2

develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch.
uses the arts to communicate for a specific purpose.(e.g inform, motivate)
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforce learnings in olhec content

areas.
Objediva:
•

Students will complete a Chain ofEvents chart in order to demonstrate succeuful

•

reading for understanding and comprehension of the text ofthe song Three Little
Fishies. by Saxie Dowell.

Carrie•• (subject anm) Coaaedioas:
•

This activity is lesson two as part of a music/language arts nmsic unit caJI~

"'Finding the Story in a Song".

Mafflials:

•

Recording and text of the song Three Little Fishies

•

Overhead mmsparency of Chain ofEvents chart

•

Ovemead/Overhead pen
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•

Students individual Chain of Events chart

•

Pens/Pencils

Plocedaft:
•

Explain to students that we will first listen to a song that tells a story.

•

Students will listen to the song while they silently read the text of the song on an
overhead transparency.

•

Teacher will read the text of the song out loud to the children without the music as
the children silently read the text.

•

Students will listen to the song a second time and be invited to sing along while

they read the text of the song on an overhead transparency.
•

Hand out the Chain of Events chart. Explain to students that this chart will help
us find out the actions of a characte£.

•

Guide students as they fill out a Chain of Events chart.

I. Ask students to write down the initiating or first event in the story.
2. Ask students to list what event happened next.
3. Ask students how one event lead to the next event. Take time to discuss.

4. Ask students to identify what was the final outcome or final event.
Closure:
•

Teache£ will ask students to recall the sequence of events in the story.
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'Ibree Little YISlaies Words and music by Saxie Dowell
Resource: MacMiJla.McGraw-Hill music text ""Share the Music""

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.

Three Little Fishies

I

I

Mom
..
_Initialing
_ _ _Event~
_ _ __. taught
baby

Mom
warned
little fish to
"stop"

fish bow to
swim

Littlemh
swam back
to pool

I

~Final Outcome

I

Little fish
disobeyed

Little fish
cried for
help

Littlemh
swam out
to sea
Littlemh
saw a shark
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Three Little Fisbies

I

Initiating Event~

I

Mom
ugbtbaby

fish how to
swim

I

""4Fbu,l O,,tco,ne

I
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60

Grade Lffel: l & 3

Dantioa: 20-30 minutes
:EALR:
• Radillg
1.2
use vocabulary (word meaning) sb'ategies to comprehend text.
1.3
build vocabulary through wide reading.

demonstme evidence of reading comprehension.
2.1.3 organize main ideas and supporting details in a teacher-selected graphic
organizer to enhance compebension oftext.
2.2. l understand story sequence in informationaJ/expository text and literarynarrative text.
3.1
read to learn new information
2. 1

•

Mmic
1.2
3.1
4 .2

deYelops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch.
the student identifies how ideas are expressed through the arts
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforce leaming15 in other- content

areas.

)
•

Students will complete a Sequence chart in order- to demomtrate successful
reading for understanding and comprehension of the text of the song Miss Polly

Had a Dolly? author unknown.
Carriadaa (abject areas) COllllediou:
•

This activity is lesson three as part of a music/language arts music unit call~

"Finding the Story in a Song".

Materials:
•

Recording and text ofthe song Miss Polly Had a Dolly.

•

Overhead transparency of Chain ofEvents chart

•

Overhead/Overhead pen

•

Students individual Sequence chan
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•

Pens/Pencils

Proadwre:
•

Explain to students that we ~ first listen to a song that tells a story.

•

Students will listen to the song while they also read the text ofthe song on an
overhead tnmsparency.

•

Teacher will read the text aloud without the music as students follow along.

•

Students will listen to the song one more time and be invited to sing a long.

•

Hand out the Sequence chart. Explain to students that this chart will help
us find out the events ofa story that are connected by time.

•

Guide students as they fill out a Sequence chart.
1. Ask students to write down the initiating or first event in the story.

2. Ask students to list what event happened next.
3. Ask students bow one event lead to the next event. Take time to disaJSs.
4. Ask students to identify what was the final outcome or final event.

Clollllre:
•

Teacher' will review what we have learned with students and ask students to recall
the sequential events of the story in a song.
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Miss Polly Had A Colly
American Jump Rope Game
Resource: MacMillan-McGraw-Hill 11Share the Music" text

Miss Polly had a dolly
Who was sick, sick, sick,
So she cal led for the doctor
To be quick, quick, quick;
The doctor came
With his bag and his hat,
And he knocked at the door
With a rat-a-tat-tat.
He looked at the dolly
And he shook his head,
And he said "Miss Polly,
Put her straight to bed. 11
He wrote out a paper
for a pill, pill, pill,
11
I' II be back in the morning
With the bill, bill, bill. 11
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Sequence Chart

List steps or events in time order
Title of song

Miss Polly Had a Dolly
Topic
Dolly
Fint

Dolly was sick
Not
Polly called the doctor
Not

The doctor came
Neit
The doctor knocked
Neit
The doctor looked at the dolly
Neit
The doctor shook his head
Nm

The doctor said, "put dolly to bed"
Neit
The doctor wrote a paper for a pill
Neit
The doctor would come back for a bill
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Sequence Cfiart

List steps or events in time order
Title of song

Topic

First

Next

Next

Next

Next

Next

1Next

Next
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Lea• Foar. Dowa By die Bay: Step by Step Cllart
Grade Lffel: .2 & 3

Dlmltioa: 20-30 minutes

•

lladillg
1.2
use vocabulary (word meaning) strategies to comprehend text.
1.3
build vocabulary through wide reading.
2.1
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
2.1.3 organize main ideas and supporting details in a teacher-selected graphic
organizer to enhance comprehension of text.
2.2.1 understand story sequence in infonnationaJ/expository text and literaryoanative text.
3.1
read to learn new information

•

Mmic:
1.2
develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch.
3 .1
the student identifies how ideas are expressed through the arts
4.2
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforce learnings in otha: content:

areas.

)

Objediva:
•

Students will complete a Step by Step chart in order to demonstrate successful
reading for understanding and comprehension of the text of the song Down By the

Bay. author unknown.

Cllrrimlul (lllbjed areas) Coll•diellS:
•

This activity is

lesson four as part of a music/]anguage arts music unit call~

"Finding the Story in a Song"'.
Materials:
•

Recording and text of the song Down by the Bay.

•

Overhead transparency of Step by Step chart

•

Overhead/Overhead pen
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•

Students individual Step by Step chart

•

Pens/Pencils

Pload•re:
•

Explain to students that we will first listen to a song that tells a stmy.

•

Students will listen to the song while they also read the text of the song on an

overhead transparency.
•

Teache£ will read the text aloud without the music as students silently read text.

•

Students will listen to the song one more time and be invited to sing a long.

•

Hand out the Sequence chart. Explain to students that this chart will help
us find out the events of a story that are connected by time.

•

Hand out the Step by Step chart. Explain to sllldents that this chart will help
us find out the details of a story by writing the events in the song down step by

step or verse by verse.

•

Guide sludeots as they fill out a Step by Step chart.
I. Ask students to write down the details of the first verse in the story.
2. Ask students to list what details happened in the next verse and so on.

3. After all the verses of the song are completed, ask students to make up
some verses oftheir own and list their ideas on the step by step chart

Closare:
•

Teacher will review what we have learned with students and ask students to recall
the events in the song step by step.
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Down By the Bay
American Folk Song
Resource: Mac MillanMcGraw-Hill "Share the Music"' text

Down by die bay, Where the watennelom lf'OW
Back to my home, I dare aot p.,
For if I do, My mother will say,
"Did yoa wery see a fly, wariJlc a tie!"
Down by the bay.

When die wata'aleloas puw,
Back to my home, I dan aot 10,
For if I do, My lllOdaer will say,
"Did you ever see a bear, Combine his hair!"
Down by dte bay.

Down by the bay, Wllere the watenneloas pvw
Back to my lloae, I dan aot p.,
For if I do, My modter will say
"Did you ever see a IINNIR, Kissiac a pose!"
Down by tile bay.
Down by die bay, Wbere die watenaelom pvw
Back to my llome, I dan aot p,
For ifl do, My modter will say,
"Did you ever see a whale, widt a polka dot tail!"
Down by dte bay.

Down by dte Bay, When die watenneloas pvw,
Back to my ltmne I dan aot p.,
For if I do, My modter will say,
"Did y. . ever see Dawn; &ltiac paj. . . .!"
Down by Che bay.

Down By the Bay

Song

Write story in the song
step by step

Details

I

I

Wearing a tie

Step 1:

Fly

Step 2:

Bear

Step 3:

Moose

Kissing a goose

Step 4:

Whale

Polka dot tail

Step 5:

Llamas

I

I

Make up your own rhyme

Step 1:

I

Dog

Step 3:

Cat

I
I

Step 4:

Rat

Step 5:

Bug

Eating pajamas

Details

Bee

Step 2:

Combing his hair
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I

Song

Down By the Bay

Write story in the song
step by step

I

Details

I

Step 1:

I

Step 2:

Step 3:

Step 4:
I
I

Step 5:

Make up your own rhyme

Details

Step 1:

Step 2:
I

Step 3:

I

Step 4:

Step 5:
69
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Laaon Five: Billy u' G!ly Rider. 5 W's Cllart
Grade Level: 2 & 3

Dantioa: 20-30 minutes

EALR:
• Rndiag
1.2
1.3 .1
1.4
2.1
2.2-3
2.1.3
3.1.1

use vocabulary (word meaning) sbategies to comprehend text
understand and apply new vocabulary.
apply word recognition skills and sbategies to read fluently
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension
understand and apply story elements:
organize main ideas and supporting details in a teacher-selected graphic
organizer- to enhance comprehension oftext.
understand how to select and use appropiate resources.

•

MIiiie
1.2
develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch
3.2
uses the arts to communicate for a specific pwpose (e.g. inf~ motivate)
4 .2
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforce learning,; in other content
areas.

•

Students will complete a 5 W,s chart in order" to demonstnlte successful

)

reading for understanding and comprehension of the text of the song Hill an'
yyUy, calypso music from Jamaica.

Carriadaa (sabject aras) CHIHdioas:
•

This activity is lesson five as part of a music/language arts music unit called,

"Finding the Story in a Song".
Materials:

•

Recording and text ofthe song Hill an~ Gully.

•

Overhead transparency of 5 Ws chart

•

Overhead/Overhead pen
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•

Students individual Sequence chart

•

Pens/PenciJs

Pnc:edaft:
•

Explain to students that we will first listen to a song that tells a story.

•

Students will listen to the song while they also read the text of the song on an

overhead transparency.

•

Teacher will read the text aloud without the music as students follow along.

•

Students will listen to the song one more time and be invited to sing a long.

•

Hand out the 5 Ws chart. Explain to students that we will answer the questions
on our chart and find the answer to each question in the text of the song.

•

Guide students as they fill out a 5 W,s chart. Encourage students to use critical
thinking skills to answer each question.

•

Encourage students to guess what they think the answer might be when thinking
about the overall setting ofthe SOfl& even ifthe text does not give a direct answer.

•

Ask students to answer the following questions:
I. What happened?
2. Who was there?
3. Why did it happen?

4. When did it happen?

5. Where did it happen?
•

Ask students to look up any word they might not know in the dictionary.
Example: "'gully"' - a narrow passage between two rocky slopes on a mountain
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•

Explain that this is a folk song ftom Jamaica. Ask students to locate Jamaica on

the world map.

Clelare:
•

Teacher will review what we have learned with students. Take time for cJau

discussion in order to review the thought process that went into student answers.
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Hill and Gully
Calypso Music from Jamaica
Words /Jy Macmillan/McGraw-Hill Publishing
Resource: MacmiJlan/McGraw-Hill "Songs to Sing and Read"

Hill and gully rider, Hill and gu]ly.
Hill and gully rider, Hill and gu]ly.
Rode my horse right down-town, Hill and gu]ly.
Wore a coat of dark brown, Hill and gully.
And my face had an ugly frown, Hill and gu]ly,
'Cause he three me and I tumbled down, Hill and gully.
Hill and gu]ly rider, Hill and gu]ly
Hill and gully rider, Hill and gully.
And the people there say, Hill and gully.
Give your horse some fresh hay, HilJ and gully.
And then come back here some other day, Hill and gully.
When a song has chased your frown away, Hill and gully.
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5W'sChart
Hill and Gully Rilla Song
1. What happened?
2. Who was there?
3. Why did it happen?
4. When did it happen?
5. Wheredidithappen?

Rider rode downtown
Horse threw rider

Who was there?
Rider, horse
Downtown people

Why did it happen?
Horse was hungry

When did it happen?
Text does not say
Guess: long time ago
Before cars were invented
Where did it happe

Downtown

15

5W'sChart
Hill and Gully Rider Song

1. \Vhathappened?
2. \Vbo was there?
3. \Vhy did it happen?
4. \Vben did it happen?
S. \Vbere did it happen?

\Vbo was there?

16
LasN SiI: Doll Gato: Story Map 1
Grade Lffd: 2 & 3

Dwntion: 20-30 minutes

J:ALR:
• Radillg
1.2
1.3.1
1.4
2.1
2.2.3
2.1.3
3 .1.1

•

use vocabuJary (word meaning) strategies to comprehend text
understand and apply new vocabulary.
apply word recognition skills and sllategies to read fluently
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension
understand and apply story elements:
organize main ideas and supporting details in a teacher-selected graphic
organizer to enhance comprehension oftext.
understand how to select and use appropriate resources.

Mmic
1.2
3.2
4.2

develops arts skills and tedmiques; sings and matches pitch
uses the arts to communicate for a specific purpose (e.g. inform, motivate)
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforce learnings in other- content

areas.
Objectives:
J

•

Students will complete a story map in order to demonstrate successful
reading for understanding and comprehension of the text of the song Bill Gmpn
author unknown.

Curicalaa (abject areas) ONutectieas:
•

This activity is lesson six as part of a music/language arts music unit called,

"'Finding the Story in a Song"'.

Materials:
•

:Recording and text of the song Don Gato

•

Ovemead traospareocy of story map

•

Overbead/Ovemead pen
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•

Students individual sequence chart

•

Pens/Pencils

Pnadare:
•

Explain to students that we will first listen to a song that tells a story.

•

Students will listen to the song while they also read the text of the song on an

ovemead transparency.
•

T eache£ will read the text aloud without the music as students follow along.

•

Students will listen to the song one more time and be invited to sing a long.

•

Hand out the story map. Explain to students that we will write notes about the
text in each section of OUT story map.

•

Ask students to answer the following questions:
1. Section one: Name the setting. wbef"e, when and time
2. Section two: List the major and minor cbaractef"S
3. Section three: Identify the plot and problem in the story
4. Section four: Give the four main events of the story in order.
5. Section five: Discovef"the outcome or end result ofthe story.

•

Encourage students to guess what they think: the answer might be when thinking
about the overall setting ofthe song, even if the text does not give a direct answer.

Clolllre:
•

Teacher will review what we have learned with students. Take time for class
discussion in order to review the thought process that went into student answers.
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Don Gato
Traditional Mexican Folk Song
Making Music Your Own published by Silver Burdett Company

• On a high red roof Don Gato sat. He was there to read a letter,
where the reading light was better, 'Twas a love-note for Don Gato!
• "I adore you," wrote the lady cat, who was fluffy white, and nice and fat.
There was not a sweeter kitty, in the country or the city and she said she'd
wed Don Gato!

• 0 Senor Don Gato jmnped with glee! He fell off the roof and broke bis knee,
broke his nos and all his whiskers, and his little solar plexus "Ay
Caramba! !" cried Don Gato.

• All the doctors they came on the nm,just to see if something could be done.
And they held a consultation, about how to save their patient, how to save
Senor Don Gato.
• But in spite of everything they tri~ poor Senor Don Gato up and died. No,
it wasn't very meny, going to the cemetery, for the ending of Don Gato.
• But as the the funeral passed the market square, sueh a smell of fish was in
the air, though the burial was plated, he became reanimated, he came back to
life, Don Gato!
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Reading EAL.RS 2 The student understands the meaning d what is read.

)

Place or Setting:

Red roof
Market square

Time:

Late afternoon or early evening (a guess)

D
Characters:

Don Gato
Lady cat
Doctors

D
Problem:

D<=>

Don Gato fell off the roof and died

Events:

Don Gato fell off roof
Doctors came on the run
Don Gato died

D
Solution:

Don Gato came back to life

Reading EALRS 2 The student ooderstands the meaning d what is read.

Place or Setting:
lime:

D
Characters:

D
Problem:

D¢=>
D .____ ________.
Events:

so
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Lasoa Sffea: Bil Gropa'1 Goat: Story Map 2
Gnde Level: 2 A 3

Dantioa: 20-30 minutes
l:ALR:
• Radillg
1.2
use vocabulary (wont meaning) strategies to oomprebend text
1.3.1 understand and apply new vocabulary.
1.4
apply word recognition skills and strategies to read fluently
2.1
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension
2.2.3 understand and apply story elements:
2.1.3 organize main ideas and supporting details in a teache£-selected graphic
org~nrizer- to enhance comprehension of text.

•

Mask
1.2
3.2
4.2

develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch
uses the arts to communicate for a specific purpose (e.g. inform, motivate)
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforee learnings in other- contmt

areas.
Objedffa:

}

•

Students will complete a story map in order to demonstrate succeuful
reading for undentanding and comprehension of the text of the song Bill 6ropn
author unknown.

This activity is lesson seven as part of a music/language arts music unit using graphic

•

Recording and text of the song Bill Grogan

•

Overhead transparency of story map

•

Overhead/Overhead pell

•

Students individual sequence chart

•

Pens/Pencils
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Plocedan:
•

Explain to students that we will first listen to a song that tells a story.

•

Students will listen to the song while they also read the text of the song on an
overhead transparency.

•

Teacbe£ will read the text aloud without the music as students follow along.

•

Students will listen to the song one more time and be invited to sing a long.

•

Hand out the story map. Explain to students that we will write notes about the

text in each section of our story map.
•

Ask students to answer the following questions:
1. Section one: Name the setting. wh~ when and time
2. Section two: List the major and minor characters
3. Section three: Identify the plot and problem in the story
4. Section four. Give the four main events of the story in order.
5. Section five: Discover the outrome or end result ofthe story.

•

Encourage students to guess what they think the answer might be when thinking
about the overall setting ofthe song, even if the text does not give a direct answer.

<leRre:
•

Teacher will review what we have learned with students. Take time for class

discussion in order to review the thought process that went into student answers.
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Bill Grogan's Goat
Anreriellll folk SOllg

There was a man (There was a man)

Now please take note (Now please take note)
There was a man (There was a man)
Who had a goat (Who had a goat)

He loved that goat
Indeed he did
He loved that goat
Just like a kid

(He loved that goat)
(Indeed he did)
(He loved that goat)
(Just like a kid)

One day that goat
Feh :fiisk and fine
Ate three red shirts
Right off'the line

(One day that goat)
(Felt :fiisk and fine)
(Ate three red shirts)
(Right off'the line)

The man, he grabbed
Him by the back
And tied him to
A railroad track

(The man, he grabbed)
(Him by the back)
(And tied him to)
(A railroad tIBck)

Now, when that train
Hove into sight
That goat grew pale
And green with ftigbt

(Now, when that train)
(Hove into sight)
(That goat grew pale)
(And green with :fiigbt)

He heaved a sigh
As ifin pain
Coughed up those shirts
And flagged the train!

(He heaved a sigh)
(As if in pain)
(Coughed up those shirts)
(And flagged the train!)
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Outside by the clothes line
Daytime

Setting/Where:
Whenffime:

Goat and Man
Man who drove the train

Major Characters:
Minor Character:

Goat ate the shirt off the line

Plot/Problem:

Eventl
Goat ate
the shirt

Outcome:

Eventl
Man tied
the goat to
tracks

Event3
Goat
coughed
up shirt

Event4
Goat
flagged the
train

Train driver saw flag and stopped the train
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Setting/Where:
Wbeolfime:

Major Characters:
Minor Character:

Plot/Problem:

Event 1

Outcome:

Eventl

Event3

Event4

SPELLING LESSON PLANS
Mrs. Ramsey's Spelling Words
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Ramsey's
3rdgnde
Spelling List

able
about
above

across
add
after
again
against
ago
81T

all
almost
along
also
always
American
among
an
animal
another
answer
any
anything
around
asked
away
back
became
because
become
been
before
began
behind
being
below
best
better
between
big
body
book
both

boy
buih
but
called
came

can
cannot

car
certain
change

children
city
close
cold
come
complete

could
country

course
cut
day
did
didn't
different
do
does
dog
done
don't
door
down
draw
during
each
early
earth
eat
end
English
she
even
ever

every

face
family
far
fast
father
feel
feet
felt
thought
few
find
fire
fire
first
fish
food
form
found
four
front
full
gave
get
grve

go
going
good
got
great
green
ground
group
grow
half
hand
hard
bas
head
hear

heard
help
her
here

high
him
himself
hold
home
hot
enough
house
how
however
hundred
idea

if
I'll

rm
.

unportant
inside
into

its
it's
just
keep
kept

kind
know
know
land
large
last
later
learn
learned
left
less
let
let
letter
life
light
like
line
list
little
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live
lived

side

over
own
page

smce

tty
tum

SIX

turned

small

two

paper

so

part

some

make

people

man
many

perhaps

something
soon

under
United States
until

living

long
look
made

may

me
mean
might

money
more
mommg

person
picture
place
plants
play
point
put
ran

sound
space

special

up

upon
us
use

state

usually

still

very

story
study
such

ordawant
way

most

read

sun

we

mother
move
much

ready
really

sure
table

red
remember

take

well
went
were
toward
when
where

must

J

out

tell

my
name

rest

ten

men

near

right

than
their

need
never
new

room

night

sad
said
same

them
then
there
these
thing

DO

saw

think

nothing
notice
now
munber
off
often
oh
old
once
only
open
other

say
school
sea
second
see
seen
sentence

those
though
through
time

next

our

run

which
water

white
who

whole
why

will
what
wind
without
words

today

work

together

world

told

would

set

too

write

several

took

while

short

top

should
show
shown

town
tree

year
yes

true

young
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Sprlliag Lato• Oae: Over the River and ThrouJdi the Woods
Gnde Lffel: 2 & 3

Duratioll: 20 min

• 1:ALR:R""hll
1.1
1.1.4
1.3
1.4.2
3.1

•

use word rec;ognition skills and strategies to read and comprehend text.
Apply understanding of phonics.
build vocabuJary through wide reading.
apply fluency to enhance comprehension.
read to learn new infunnation

Mask
1.2
3.1
4.2

develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch.
the student identifies how ideas are expressed through the arts.
applies arts knowledge and skills to mnforce learnings in othe£ content

areas.
Ohjcdiva:
•

Students will call to mind and use prior knowledge. Students will read the text of

Over the River and Thro,,gh the Woods by Lydia Maria Child.

)
•

Students will identify class spelling words in the text of the song.

•

Students will practice writing the spelling words by filling in their individual

vocabulary chart.
Materials:

)

•

A DDJsical recording ofthe song. Over the River and Thro,,gh the Woods

•

An overhead transparency with the text of the song.

•

Overhead/Overhead pen

•

Students individual Vocabulary Charts

•

Pens/Pencils

•

Present each student with a vocabulary chart. Explain that we are going to
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Prouduft:
•

Present each student with a vocabuluy chart. Explain that we are going to

identify our class spelling words in the text and write them on our individual
vocabulary chart.
•

Teacher will first play the CD while the students read aloud the text of the song

from an overhead transparency.
•

Teacher will play the CD ~ and the students will find the spelling words and

write them on their chart.
•

Teacher-will then list student responses on the overhead transparency.

Closaft:
•

Students and teacher review what we have learned. Students will add any

additional spelling words the group has identified that they might have missed.
Euaple:

:

I

over

through

house

knows

way

how

we

does

oh

wind

white

ground

Prior knowledge from first grade: the, and,

to, it, as, go
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Over the River and Through the Woods
American folk song with words by Lydia Maria Childs
Resource: Mcmillan McGraw-Hill "Share the Music" text
Over the river and •roag1a t h e ~ To g,andfather's llollle we go;
The horse knows the way, To carry the sleigh,
1'llroagll the wllite and drifted snow, olt!
Over the river and through the wood, Ob, llow the wind does blow!
It slings the t ~ And bites the nos«; As over the gruaad we go_

I

1.

over

through

I
I

house

I

I

knows

way

how

we

does

oh

white

go

wind

I

I

I

ground
Pnor knowledge from first grade: the, and, to, it,

as, go
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OYer the River ud lll"Ollp die Woods
Over the river and ..naglt t h e ~
To grandfather's llome we go;
The horse bows the way
To carry the sleigh,
TlmNlgla the wllite and drifted snow, -~
Over the river and through thew~
~ llow the wiad does blow~
It stings the toes,
And bites the nose,
As over the polllld we p.

I
I
II

I
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)
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Spelhg Lasoa Two: Butralo Boy
Gnde Lffd: 3rd grade

Dantioa: 20 min
EALR:
• Rndiag
I.I
use word recognition skills and strategies to read and comprehend text
1.1.4 apply understanding of phonics.
1.2
use vocabuluy (word meaning)sttategies to comprehend text
1.3
build vocabulary through wide reading
1.4.2 apply fluency to enhance comprehension.
2.1
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
3.1
read to learn new information
•

MIiiie

1.2
3.1
4.2

develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch_
the student identifies how ideas are expressed through the arts
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforce learnings in other content

areas.
Objectives:

•

Students will call to mind and use prior knowledge. Students will read the text of
the West Virginia folk song, Buffalo Boy.

•

Students will identify class spelling words in the text ofthe song..

•

Students will practice writing the spelling words by filling in their individuaJ
vocabulary chart.

Materials:

)

•

A DRJsical recording of the song. Buffalo Boy

•

An overhead transparency with the text of the song.

•

Overhead/Overhead pen

•

Students individual Vocabulary Charts

•

Pens/Pencils

Ploadare:
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•

Present each student with a vocabulary chart. Explain that we are going to
identify our class spelling words in the text and write them on our individual

vocabuJmy chart.
•

Teache£ will first play the CD while the students silently read the text ofthe song

ftom an overhead transparency.
•

Teacher-will lead the class and students will read the text aloud together in

umson.
•

Students will find the spelling words in the text and write them on their chart.

•

Teacher will then list student responses on the overhead transparency.

a..re:
•

Students and teacher review what we have learned. Students will add any
additional spelling words the group has identified that they might have missed.
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Wilm we gonna git married, etc.
My dear_. Buffalo boy?

My mule won't faire to the buggy, etc.
Not nm ifthe weather" be pod.

I dliak it will be next Sunday, etc.
That is if the weather" be good.

Who wil you bring to the wedding? Etc.
My dear ... Buffido bey?

Wut wil you wear to the wedding?
My dear ... Buffalo Ny?

I tllillk n bring my children, etc.
That is if the weather be pod.

I tllillk I wil wear my overalls,
That is if the weather be goed.

I didll't...., you bad children, etc.
My dear ... Buffalo boy.

Wut will you drive to the wedding?
My dear ... Buffalo boy?

OIi, ya, I have five children, etc.
And sh, ifthe weather be a-d-

I dUllk I wil drive my ox cart,
That is if the weather be geed.

Tlaeft ain't gonna be • wedding, etc.
My dear ... Buffido IN,y!

WIiy don't you ceae in the buggy?
My dear ... Buffalo boy

Find spelling words in 101J8.

drink

I

wltm

take

will

goed

ny

dida't

gd

my

even

bow

rn

if

tlleft

old

come

m

wlw

IIO

I
I

tlaere

I

I

)
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WIim we gonna git married, etc.
My dear old Buffalo boy?

My mule won't take to the buggy, etc.
Not nm if the weather be geed.

I tllillk it will be next Sunday, etc.
That is if' the weather be good.

Who wil you bring to the wedding? Etc.
My dear old Buffalo bey?

Wllat wll you wear to the wedding?
My dear old Buffalo boy?

I tllillk l'I bring my children, etc.
That is if the weather be ped.

I tltillk I will wear my overall~
That is ifthe weather be geed.

I dida't ..._ you had cbilchm, etc.
My dear ... Buffalo bey.

Wllat will you drive to the wedding?
My dear eld Buffalo IN,y?

OIi, yes, I have five children, etc.
And lb, ifthe weather be gNd.

I tlrillk I will drive my ox cart,
That is ifthe weather be geed.

'11lere ain't gonna be N wedding, etc.
My dear old Buffalo boy!

WIiy don't you mae in the buggy?
My dear ... Buffalo boy

Find spelling words in song.

I
I

I

I

I
I

I
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Grade Lffel: 3rd grade

Dandioa: 20 min
EA.Lil:

• Radm1
1.1
1.1.4
1.2
1.3
1.4.2
2.1
3.1

•

use word m:ognition skills and slndegies to read and comprdlend text.
apply understanding of phonics.
use vocabulary (word meaning)strategies to comprehend text.
build vocabulary through wide reading.
apply fluency to enhance comprehension.
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
read to learn new information

M•ic
1.2
develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch.
3. l
the student identifies how ideas are expressed through the arts
4.2
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinfon:e I ~ in other" content

areas.

)

ObjediYa:
• Students will caJI to mind and use prior knowledge. Students will read the text of

Lemonade.
•

Students will identify class spelling words in the text of the song.

•

Students will practice writing the spelling words by filling in their individual

vocabulary chart.

Materials:
•

A ll'DSical recording ofthe song. Lemonade

•

An overhead transparency with the text of the song.

•

Overheacl/Overhead pen

•

Students individual Vocabulary Charts

•

Pens/Pencils
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Proadare:
•

Present each student with a vocabulary chart. Explain that we are going to
identify our class spelling words in the text and write them on our individual

vocabuJary chart_
•

Teacher will first play the CD while the students silently read the text of the song

:from an overhead transparency.
•

Teacher will lead the class and students will read the text aloud together in
unison.

•

Students will find the spelling words irl the text and write them on their chart.

•

Teacher- will then list student responses on the overhead transparency.

ao..re:
•

Students and teacher review what we have learned. Students will add any

)
additional spelling words the group bas identified that they might have missed.

)
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Lemoade
American Singing Game
Resource: Macmillan McGraw-Hill "Share the Music" text

Heft I mae.
Wlleftf'rolll?
New York.
Wht is YOIU' trade?
UIIIOIUde.
Give as S0111e don't be afraid.

lleft

come

wlaeft

from

what

your
I

I

give

some

Prior knowledge: I, is, be

••
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Lemoade
HeRlcoae.
Wlleff frolll!
New York.
Wat ii J'8111' tnlde!
Ulll8Ude..
Give m 1N1e doa't be afraid.

I

I

I
I

I

Prior knowledge: •~ is, be

100

101

Gnde Lffel: 3rd grade

Dandioa: 20 min

EALR:
• Rndiag
1.1
use word recognition skills and strategies to read and comprehend text.
1.1.4 apply understanding of phonics.
1.2
use vocabulary (word meaning)strategies to comprehend text.
1.3
build vocabulary through wide reading
1.4.2 apply fluency to enhance comprehension.
2.1
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
3.1
read to learn new information

•

Mmic
1.2
3 .1
4.2

develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch.
the student identifies how ideas are expressed through the arts
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforee learnings in other content

areas.
Objedives:
•

Students will caJI to mind and use prior knowledge. Students will read the text of

Bear Hat.
•

Students will identify clau spelling words in the ted of the song.

•

Students will practice writing the spelling words by filling in their individual
vocabulary chart.

Materials:
•

A musical recording of the song,

•

An overhead transparmcy with the text ofthe song.

•

Overhead/Overhead pen

•

Students individual Vocabulary Charts

•

Pens/Pencils
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•

Present each student with a vocabulary chart. Explain that we are going to

identify our class spelling words in the text and write them on our individual
vocabulary chart

•

Teacher will first play the CD while the students silently read the text of the song
ftom an overhead transparency.

•

Teachel" will lead the class and students will :read the text aloud together in
unison.

•

Students will find the spelling words in the text and write them on their chart.

•

Teacber will then list student responses on the overhead transparency.

O..re:
•

Students and teacher review what we have learned. Students will add any

additional spelling words the group has identified that they might have missed.
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I'm Going On a Bear Hunt
Traditional speech piece

Resource: Macmillan McGraw-Hill "Share the Music" text

I'm going on a bear hunt,, I'm going on a bear hunt.
I'm not afiaid! Are you afiaid'!
What's that up ahead'! It's a great~ 11ft
Can we go under it? Can we go througll it!
I guess we will have to climb over it! (Maire motions with anns like climbing)
Whoo! That was hard work. (Wipe forehead)

I'm going on a bear hunt. I'm going on a bear hunt.
I'm not afiaid. Are you afraid?
What's that up ahead'! It's a river!
Can we go over it? Can we go under it'!
I guess we will •ave to swim througla it! (motion with arms like you're swinmuog)
Whoo! that was ._d work.
I'm piag on a bear bunt. I'm going oo. a bear hunt.
rm not afiaid.. Are you afraid?
Wllat's that up ahead? It's a deep dart cave!
C... we go owr it? C.. we p adtt it?
I tlUllk we are pine to have to go in it. Shh! (tip toe)
IW.,.......fimy!!lt . . abignose!!
Tarn on your flashlight. IT IS A BEAR!!!!
R- oat ofthe cave
Swim back throap the river
Climb bad. 9ftl" the tn:e
Go into the NIIR and slam the doer. BAM!!
I wasn't afiaid. Were you?

Find spelling words in 1DDg.

rm

gomg

what

up

it's

Big

tree

can

we

go

back
I

Under

will

over

make

hard

into
house
I

Wmk:

under

through

think

in

door

Feel

something

has

big

run

were
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rm Going On a Bear Hunt
I'm going on a bear hunt~ I'm going on a bear hunt.
I'm not afraid! Are you afraid?
What's that ap ahead? It's a great big tree
Cu we go uader it? c- we go •roaglt it!
I guess we wiD have to climb over it! (Make motions with arms like climbing)
Whoo! That was hard work. (Wipe forehead)
I'm going on a bear hunt. I'm going on a bear hunt.
I'm not afraid. Are you afraid?
What's that ap ahead? It's a river!
Can we go over it? Cu we go Wider it?
I guess we will have to swim •l"Ollp it! (motion with arms like you're swimming)
Whoo! that was hanl work.

I'• piag on a bear hunt. rm going on a bear hunt.
)

I'• not afraid Are you afraid?
Wllat's that ap ahead? It's a deep dark cave!
Caa we goner it! C.. we go aatler it?
I thillk we are goiRI to have to go in it. Shh! (tip toe)
I fed IOllldllillg furry!! It m a big nose!! T•ra on your flashlight. IT IS A BEAR!!!!

Rim oat of the cave
Swim back dmNlp the river
Climb back over the tree
Ge Dito the llellle and slam the deor. BAM!!
I wasn't afraid. Were you?

Find spelling words in song.
I

I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I
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Spdliag Laso- Lasea Ywe: This Land is Your Land
Grade Lffd: 3rd grade

Dwntioll: 20 min

EALR:
• Radhlg
I. I
use word recognition skills and slndegies to read and comprehend text.
1.1.4 apply understanding of phonics.
1.2
use vocabu1ary (word meaning)strategies to comprehend te.xt.
1.3
build vocabulary through wide reading.
1.4.2 apply fluency to enhance ~mprehension.
2.1
demonstrate evidence of reading comprehension.
3.1
read to learn new infonnation
•

MIiiie
1.2
develops arts skills and techniques; sings and matches pitch.
3. I
the student identifies how ideas are expressed through the arts
4.2
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforce learnings in other content

areas.
Objectives:

•

Students will call to mind and use prior knowledge. Students will read the text of
This Land is YOIU Land.

•

Students will identify class spelling words in the text of the song.

•

Students will practice writing the spelling words by filling in their individual
vocabulary chart.

Materials:

•

A musical recording of the song,

•

An overhead transparency with the ten of the song.

•

Overhead/Overhead pen

•

Students individual Vocabulary Charts

•

Pens/Pencils
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l

•

Present each student with a vocabulary chart. Ex.plain that we are going to
identify our class spelling words in the text and write them on our individual
vocabulary chart.

•

Teacher will first play the CD while the students silently read the text of the song

ftom an overhead tnmsparmcy.
•

Teacher will lead the class and students will read the text aloud together in

unison.
•

Students will find the spelling words in the text and write them on their chart.

•

Teacher- will then list student responses on the overhead transparency.

•

Students and teacher review what we have learned. Students will add any

additional spelling words the group bas identified that they might have missed.

)
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This Land is Your Land
words and music by W~ Guthrie
Resmuce: MacMillan McGraw-Hill "Share the Music" text

Find spelling words.

this

land

my

waters

saw

above

below

me

golden

valley

was

made

I
I

Prior knowledge:

is. was, fro~ you, and, me, to, the

Please note: Content on this page was redacted due to copyright concerns.
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Tllis Land is Yoar Laad
words and music by W~ Guthrie
Raource: MacMillan McGraw-Hill "Share the Music" text

Find spelling words.
I
I
I

I

Prior knowledge: is, was, from,. you, and, me, to, the
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Grade Lffd: 3rd grade

Dllntioll: 3~ 40 minutes

•

.Radillg
2.16 apply comprdiension monitoring strategies before, durm& and afte£
reading; monitor for meaning, create mental ~ and generate and

answe£ questions.
2.3.1 understand and analyze the relationship between and among
literary/narrative. text and informational expositmy text.
•

EALR:Masic
1.3
describes the differences in style between two artworb.
2.3
applies previously learned arts concepts. vocabulary, skills and techniques.
through a responding process_
3.1
identifies how ideas are expressed through the arts.
3.2
uses the arts to communicate for a specific purpose (e.g. inf~ motivate)
4.2
applies arts .knowledge and skills to reinforce learnings in other content

areas.
Objectives:
•

Students will listen to two musical pieces: Flight. oftl,e B,nnb/ebee by Nikolai
Rimsky-Korsakov and The Butterfly by Edvard Grieg.

•

Students will listen attentively.

•

Students will use a cell chart to compare and contrast a bumble bee and butterlly.

-=

This lesson can be used as part of a thematic unit on Buttaflies.

•

Recording of the song Flight. ofthe B11111blebee by Nikolai Rimsky-Konak:ow

•

Recording ofthe song The Butterfly by &lvard Grieg

•

Overhead transparency of Compare and Contrast chart (sample in Appendix A)

•

Overhead/Overhead pen
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•

Students individual Compare and Contrast Chart

•

Pens/Pencils

Ptoadure:

•

Explain to students that we will first listen to two musical selections that will
depict or represent a butterfly and a bumble bee.

•

Students will listen to each song and think of words that describe each insect.

•

When both pieces are music have finished, ask students what they noticed about
the differences between the two pieces of music.

•

Discuss these differences with~ students and ask them if the two pieces made
them think of different things, and if so~ how? Describe these differmces as
different tempos and discuss how &st and slow music are used in commercials
and movies to make us feel different ways.

•

Hand out the compare and contrast chart. Explain to students that this chart will
help us think of factual ways to c:ontrast and compare a bumblebee and a

butterfly.
•

Guide students as they fill out their contmst and comparison cell chart.
I. List the items you want to compare. (The Bumblebee and The Butterfly).

2. Teacher will ask. "what do the insects have in common"? The lludeots
will then fill out the center cells with words that describe common

cbaracteristics.

111
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3. Teacher will now ask students, "How are a butterfly and bumblebee
different?

4. The students will then fill out the non int:enecting portion ofthe contrast
and compare cell chart listing words that describe differences.
•

Teacher will now give students some back round information on the Flight of
the Bumblebee music. (This technically demanding piece was taken ftom a

musical play or opera by Rimsky-Korsakov called "The Tale of Tsar Saltan",
•

Op. 57. This song comes at the beginning of Act III, where a prince rescues a
swan which is attacked by a bumble bee).

•

Teacher will further supplement this lesson by playing a very different version
of the Flight ofthe Bumblebee for the children performed by Bobby
McFerron (voice) and Yo-yo Ma (ceDo). That CD is called Hush and is ftom
Sony (SK 48177). The cut takes only I :09 mimJtes to hear and is a brilliant

imitation of the buzzy violin sound by the human voice.

0...re:
•

Teacher will review what we have learned with students. After children listen to

the final song, have them guess whether the piece depicted a butterfly or
bumblebee. Take time for class discussion to describe the music in order to
review the thought process that went into student answers.
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Cell Contrast and Comparison Chart

List things in common_

Flies fast
Both.are

insects

Four wings

Two wings

Both have
wings&fly

Makes and
gathers
honey

Does not

make
honey

I

~

(

Butterfly

.....

I

Both
smell
with
antenna

F~~~)
under leaves
or rocks

~

I

Bumblebee
4
Lives in a
beehive

Both hatch
from an
egg

Both
pollinate
flowers

Protects by
stinging
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Cell Contrast and Comparison Chart

List things in common.
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Venn Diagram
List things in common

~

• Flies slow
• Has four
wings
• Does not make
honey
• Finds shelter
under leaves
or rocks
• Protects by
camouflage

• Both are insects
• Both have wings
and fly
• Both smell with
antenna
• Both pollinate
flowers
• Both hatch from an
egg

• Flies fast
• Hastwo
wings
• Makes and
gathers
honey
• Lives in a
bee hive
• Protects by
stinging
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Venn Diagram
List thin11 in common

T
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)
Grade Lffd: 3rd grade

Daratiea: 30- 40 minutes
•

J:ALR: Jlraaliag
2.16 apply comprehension monitoring stmtegies before. during,, and after reading;
monitor for meaning, create mental images, and generate and answe£

questions.
2.3.1 understand and analyze the relationship between and among literary/namdive.
text and informational expository text.
•

:EALll: Masic
1.3
describes the differences in style between two artworks.

2.3
3 .1
3.2
4.2

applies previously learned arts concepts, vocabulary, skills and techniques.
through a responding process.
identifies how ideas are expressed through the arts.
uses the arts to communicate for a specific purpose (e.g. ~ motivate)
applies arts knowledge and skills to reinforce learnings in other content
areas.

Objediva:
•

Students will review and listen to two musical pieces: F/ig/rl ofthe B11111blebee by
Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov and The Butterjly by Edvard Grieg.

•

Students will listen attentively.

•

Students will draw a picture representing the music they bear.

This lesson can be used as part of a thematic unit on Butterflies.
Materials:

)

•

Recording of the song Flight ofthe B11111blebee by Nikolai Rumky-Konakow

•

Recording of the song The Butterfly by Edvard Grieg

•

Recording of the song Fliglrt ofthe B11111blebee by Bobby McFenin and Yo-Yo Ma.
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•

Colored pens, pencils or crayons

•

Blank piece of paper

•

Pruadare:

•

Explain to students that we will review and listen to the two musical selections
thatwill depict or represent a butterfly and a bumble bee.

•

Students will be asked to listen to each piece one time through. On the second

hearing, students will be instructed to draw a picture that represents the music they

like best.

•

Students will be instructed to draw a picture that represents the mood of the music or
bow the music makes them feel.

•

Before the second hearin& the teacher-will give students some back round
information on the Flight ofthe B1111lbkbee music. (This technically demanding piece
was taken from a musical play or opera by Rimsky-Korsalrov called "The Tale of

Tsar Sa/tan"'~ Op. 57. This song comes at the beginning of Ad III, where a prince
rescues a swan which is attacked by a bumble bee).
•

Teacher will further supplement this lesson by playing a very different version of the

Flight ofthe Bumblebee for the children performed by Bobby McFerron (voice) and
Yo-yo Ma (cello). That CD is called H11sh and is ftom Sony (SK 41177). The cut

takes only I :09 minutes to hear and is a brilliant imitation of the buzzy violin sound
by the human voice.
•

Teacher will now begin the music for the second hearing and students will be

instmcted to begin to draw their pictures.

us
CloAlre:

•

Teacher will invite each child to hold up their picture and have the rest ofthe class
guess which piece of music they were drawing to represent. Take time for student
discussion about the music in onla-to review the thought process that wmt into the
student~ s art piece.
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Music - Indexing Answer Key

Alphabetize the list, ofwords below.

bell
oboe
choir
violin
note
drum
tuba
rest
tune
flute
smger
harp
prano
horn
march

ANSWERS
y
bell
choir
drum
:Dute
~
horn
march
note
oboe
piano

rest
smger

tuba
tune
vio1in
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Alphabetize the list ofwords below.

bell
oboe
choir
violin
note
drum
tuba
rest
tune
flute
smger
harp
piano
horn
march
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Bibliography of Sugpsted Childftll's M tic: Trade Books by Tide

ABIYOYO. Seepr, P. (1986). Simon and Schuster Boob for Young Readers, 1986;
ISBN: ~781490-4. Pete Seeger-adapted this story :from a South Afiican folk tale. It
integrates the music into the text in a delightful way.
AD Ged's Critten Got a flace ia tlae Claeir, by StainesJ3.• illustrated by Margot
Zcmacb; published by Dutton 1993; ISBN 0-525-44469-6. Celebrates bow all the animals

in the world make their own music in their own way, some singing low, some singing
higher.
All die Pretty Little Bena; illustrated by ~ L.~publisbc:d by Clarion 1999; ISBN
0-395-93097. A traditional lullaby concocts images that fit the traditional text. The
elegant pastels give an impremon of twilight which offer comfurt.

AO Tllillp Bript ud Beaatiflll; by Cecil Frances Alexander, illustrated by Carol
Heyer; published by Ideals Children's Boob 1992; ISBN 0-8249-8544-3. Cecil Frances
Alexandds timeless ode to nature calls everyone to celebrate the wonders of life, great
and small, seen and ,mseen Through Bruce Wbatleys lush painti~ we join a little girl's
COWJtJy ramble and share her appreciation ofthe beauty around her: A flower, the wind, a
mountain view, all gives ha reasons to pause and praiso-and inspire us to do the IBJlle.
America die Beall1iflll by B ~ K.L., illustrated by Waldman, ISBN 0-613-42341-0 .
111
America the Beautiful" was written by the professor, poet, and writer, Katharine Lee
Bates. Bates wrote the song in 1893 while on a trip to Colorado SJ)1'i¥. Colorado. When
she got to the top ofPike's Peak; she said, 11All the wonder of America seemed displayed
there, with the sea-like expanse". The view was so beautiful that it inspired her to write
the song that is considered by some to be the country's unofficial national anthem.

A•ieal Fail",, illustrated by s ~ ISBN: 0-8234-0388-2. A retelling of a traditional
song in which a little boy is awakened by a friendly panda who takes him to the animal
fair.

.

Baby . . . . . (Raffi Songs to Read); by Raffi, illustrated by Ashley Wolff; Crown Pub.,,
1997; ISBN: 0-5177-0977•5. Baby Beluga is a :fun-filled collection of favorite children's
soup and Raffi original5» all performed in the singer's folksy, expressive style. Beluga

begins with the sounds ofwhales communicating in their high-pitch squeaks and features
melodic lines that evoke vivid pictures of gentle waves and a ftolidring whale.
. . . . . oftlle 0paa, illustrated by Mary Jane Auch, ISBN: 0-8234-1312-8. When a
farmer and his wife decide to see a touring production ofRigoJetto, they are not awan,
that Luigi the singing rooster has hitched a ride in the back of their truck. h's a one.way
1rip for~ who becomes so enamored ofthe opera that be decides to stay. His singing
enrages the famous tenor Enrico~ but the feisty fowl cannot contain his joy.
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Bat Bey Aad Bis V'_. by Curtis, G.; illustrated by E.B. Lewis, ISBN 0-6898-4115-9.
lleginald loves to aeate beautiful music on his violin. But P~ manager of t h e ~
the worst team in the Negro National League, needs a bat boy, not a ":fiddler," and
traveling with the Dukes doesn't leave Reginald much time for p,acticing. Soon the
Dukes' dugout is filled with Beethoven, Mozart, and Bach and the bleachers are filled
with the sound ofthe Dukes' bats.

....

BeetlNwea Liva Upstain by Nichol,B., illustrated by Scott Cameron, ISBN 0-5310711-89. This story is a tondring tale of music, ftiendsbip and genius. The arrival of an
ecceotric boarder turns Christoph's life upside down. Ludwig van Beethoven bas moved
in upstairs! The young boy slowly comes to understand the genius ofthe 111111, the
torment of his deafhess and the beauty of his music.
Bat's Tnuapd by Raebel Isadora,, ISBN 0-6881-0988-8. The stmy ofBeo is fiction, but
it could be the story of more than one jazz musician who grew up in the twenties. Using
the art-dew style ofthe period,, Rachel Isadora not only captures the poignancy and
yearning of a youthful talent, but in page after page of striking art seems to convey the
very sound of:1JIUSic.
Big Fat Bea illustrated by Keith Baker; published by Harcourt Brace, c. 19CJ4. ISBN
O-lS-292869-3. An inviting comrting book, with large, clear pictures, shows a mother
hen, six tiiends, and their chicks.
TIie Bar Weat Ow-er die M-taia illustrated by Rosemary Wells; Scholastic, 1998;
ISBN: 0-5900-2910-X A picture version about the song in which a bear goes over the
lllOUDtain, but all there is to see is the other side.

BINGO illusarated by Rosemary Wells. ISBN 0-5900-2913-4, Kids will catch on fut
and by singing the song they will feel like they are reading, and that is the idea behind
this new series of-.&unny Reads Back" board boob. Bingo is a comical black and white
doggy-one that should appeal to the board book crowd.
TIie Bey Wlao i:.w-at M.- by David La*er ISBN: 0-6701-8385-7. In this book,
specific references were made to various aspects of music. W"Jth regard to the orchestra,
this book referred to symphonies, composing,, so~ duets,, tuning, and Jading notes. The
instruments discussed were the horn, violin, bass, vioi piccolo, trumpet, drums and cello.
The book aJso mentioned gypsy dances and folk.,..

Bnlll: All llltrodlldioa to Mmical lastnlllelds by D.Lillegard, ISBN: 0-5160-2218-0.
Each slim volume uses large color photographs and a text that is long on enthusiasm and
short on specifics to introduce young children to musical instruments. The family of
instruments is identified, 811d then each member ofthat fiunily is briefly iotroduced.
Cat Gen :Fiddle i--Fee; Paul GaJdone; Houghton.Mifflin 1915; ISBN 0-89919-705-1.
His cast of cbaracters in their natural fur and feath~ crunching apples, pecking for bugs

)
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and eating hay. The line-up is the traditiooal one with the addition of a grandmother for
the final stanza. presumably to lend a sense of conclusion to the text.

.......

Calllptowa Races; by Kevin O'Malley; Am Education Pub, 1996; ISBN 1-5618-9399-4.
The weary farmer sits down next to his cow~ hoping to catch a bit ofrest while they
watch the races. Too bad they sit down next to a bee's nest! 1be farme£ and bis cow take
oft: straight onto the race tnd, much to the surprise of race~ riders, and hones
alike!

De Cat Cale 11d. a traditiooal song illustrated by Bill Slavin, Albert Whitman &
Co., 1992; ISBN: 0-8075-1097-1;-Nice and simple score for the song in back and
wonderful illustrations for this fun song.

a.p y..,. B•wh; by Lorinda Bryan Cauley; Putnam - Paper Star, 1997; ISBN: 0-39922118-2; A sing-along and act-along verse which invites youngsters t o ~ twirl and
spin for an exhilarating read-and-pJay time.

CewN)' Draw; by Dayal Kaur IChalsa Clarbon Potter 1990 (mcludes "S1Rets of
Lan:do" "Poor Lonesome Cowboy" and "Home on the Range") ISBN 0-5178-8744-4
(pbk)

Caabayu; illusttated by Floyd Cooper; William Morrow & Company, 1998; ISBN
0-6881-3543-9; Inspirational illustrations and history of the Afiican/Afiiam..American

song.
Dea Beaa; illusbated by Bob Barner; Chronicle Boob, 1996); ISBN: 0-8118-0827...0.
Dancing skeletons teach the way bones connect in this lively version of a familiar Afiican
American song. Accompanied by inten:sting, infotmative "bone w:ts,• this book makes a
wonderful addition to both home and classroom libnries and a fun treat for Halloween.
Dewa by die Bay (Raffi Soup to Read) Raffi, Nadine Bemanl Westcott; Crown
Publishin& 1990; ISBN 0-517-S6644-3. A classic silly song that toddlers know and love,
Down by the Bay has been a &vorite and best-seHing Raffi Soup to Bead/reg/ nee it
was first published in 1988. In this fiiendly board book edition, irresistible art by Nadine
Bernard Westcott depicts wonderfully aon1sing cratures such as a bear combing bis hair,
a goose kissing a moose, and a whale with a polka-dot tail.
Dewa by die S.af1a; by Will Hillenbrand; Harcourt Trade Publishers, 1999; ISBN:
0-1520-1804-2199-9. Adapting a traditional children's song, Hillenbrand depicts bis
charming vision, and presents a panllel journey of a school bus approaching the zoo
while the train is making its rounds. Basic song notation is included in the back for

budding musicians.

)

Dake EW If•: TIie Pine Pa iac:e ud Bis 0.dmtna by AndRa Davis Pinkney.
ISBN 0-7S68--0I 7s..6. Duke and his small band called the Washingtonians began
performing in New York City clubs, including the Cotton Club, where Duke Ellington
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and bis Orchestra was officially born. By 1943, Duke Ellington-write.- of JDO£e than
1000 ~ bad made it all the way to Carnegie Halt
Eartllsoag: Based on the Popular Song 'Over in the Meadow'; by Sally Rogers,
illustrated by Melissa Bay Mathis; Dutton Boob. 19'J8; ISBN: 0-5254-58735-; A great
environmental twist on the classic "Over in the Meadow" featuring endangered species
ftom all over the world.

Dia :fib&e;.W : TIie T* f/1 a Veal V-u1 - by AD. Pinkney, ISBN 0-7868-05614.
Scat Cat M ~ a feline who earned his name by knowing the "Queen of~" tells her
story ftom "small-town girl to the First Lady of Song."' The text bigb)igbts Fitzgera]d's
early days in Harlem, singing with the Chick Webb Orchesba at the Savoy, and
performing bebop with Dizzy Gillespie at Carnegie Hall Bright colon, ja7.Zy words, and
energetic artwork bring the DDlsic of scat and Fit7.gerald to life.

»aper,......, Nwwher N~ by Stephanie~ illustnted by Paul Meisel,

Stacey Scbett; Disney Pres5» 1970; ISBN 0-7868-0155-7. Available in Big Book form u
well. A rewriting ofthe children's poem.
l'.mcy Wemcy Spider, by Oppenheim, J.,Illustrated by Schindler, ISBN 0-5S33-5304-7.
After climbing the water spout, Eency Weency Spida- meets Little Miss Muff~ Humpty
Dumpty, and Little Jackie Homer

Yaddle+Fee, illustrated by Sweet; published by Megan Tingley, 2002. ISBN 0-316-82516-6. In this board book version of a fiuniliar SOD& a young child goes around the farm
feeding the aurimals. Each animal makes it own silly~ and one by one dmy all join
in on a noisy barnyard paradef
Ywe LiHle lhlcu; by Raffi, et al; Crown Publisbin& 1992; ISBN: 0-5175-8360-7. This
lovely counting song will invoke delight ftont young children. They'll love counting
down as fint five little ducks,. then four~ then three, then two~ then one go out to play, not
to return. Sadly, Mother Duck waits alone through all four seasons until spring returns
and with it her five ducks, all grown up-along with tmir new fitmilies of baby ducks.

FOU.W die Drillkia& GNnl; story and pictures by Jeanette Wmt:er; Dragonfly Books.
Alfial A Knopf: 1988; ISBN o-679-81997-5 - Story of the Underground Railroad
including the text of the actual folk song used by slaves to tell how to find the way north
to freedom.
FN& Wmt A..c-rtia~; by John J.ang,itaff: illustnated by Feodor .Rojankovsky,,
Harcourt, B ~ Jovanovich, 19S5; ISBN O-lS-230214-X (HC), 0-15-633900-S (pbk); A
Caldecott Medal winner. Illustrates the wl-known American folk IOIJg about the
courtship and marriage ofthe ftog and the mouse.
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Go Tell A•t Rllodie; illustrated by Aliki; Aladdin Paperbacb.,19%; ISBN: 0-6898076S-l. Adaptation of a traditional folk song. Go tell Aunt Rhody~ So tell Aunt Rhody~
Go tell Aunt Rhody the old gray goose is dead.
Here C.... Peter C.U-td : A Musical Board Book; by Steve~ illustrated by
Julie Durrell, Jack Rollins; HarperCollins Juvenile Books; ISBN: 0-6940-1156-8.

Illustrations tell the story of Peter CottontaiJR!s preparations as he rises on :Easter mornin&
loads bis cart, and hides bis treats for the cbildren. Joy abounds when the children go
outside to discover that Peter bitd been there.
Hey, Diddle Diddle; Kin Eagle, illustrated by Roby Gilbert; Whispering Coyote Press,
1997; ISBN: l..S790-8597-6. This expanded version of the traditional rhyme shows what
happened after the cow jumped over the moon. Includes music on the last page.

H..,-

TIie
Pelrq; illustrated by Sheila Hamanak•. Charles P. Mac~ Taftl: Baker;
Simon & Schuster', 1997; ISBN: 068980519S; - This popular song and circle activity is
illustrated with with bold design, lush paintings, and checkered borders. .Eada vene
shows another chil~ animal, or adult until a large crowd is dancing together'. Dramatic
changes in point of view-fiom ground level, ftom abovo-and incrasingly wild pap:s
mimic the accumulating boisterousness of the song.

Hew Madi Is Tlurt Dep ill die Wiadew~ by Iza Trapani, Bob Menill; Whispering
Coyote Press,1997; ISBN: l..S790-8574-7. In this jolly version, a little boy falls in love
with a spotted puppy but doesn\ have enough money to buy it. He sets to work to earn
and sav~ but family needs (baby sister requiring the comfort of a yogurt oonc, Mom's bee
sting tbat only a chocolate bar will make better, Dad's allergies that require a box of
tissues, etc.) put a hole in the piggy bank. When he finally goes back to the pet shop, the
doggie is gone. It has~ purchased for someone's very special 101L Guess who?

Rowdi DO; by Woody Guthrie; illstrated by Vladimir R.adunsky; Candlewick Pr, 2000;
ISBN: ISBN: 0-7636-0768-1; 1bis deligbtful song by Woody Guthrie. the famous
American "folk" singer is given a great treatment by illustrator Vladimir Radunsky.
R • Liffle Baby illustrated b y ~ ISBN l-SSBS-8807-1. North South Boob,
1997.Tbis book bas illustrations that adorn a lullaby favorite with cut-paper collage
illustndions. Bright quilt squares furm decorative, commy-style bonters that fiame the
corresponding picture for each line of the song; the toddler who is being sung to acts out
the lines imaginarively, singing with a mcxtingbinl in its nest, riding a goat:. offering
daisies to the bull in the cart. The diamond ring may be the one exception, here
interpreted to be a constellation in the night sky. The musical score for the melody is
included.

:e..... Carel; illustrated by Frances Tyrrell, carol by Father Jean de Brebeou( .English
words by J. E. Middleton; ISBN 0-38619-280-3 (he), 1-55013-638-0 (pbk); - This
beautifully illusarated Carol tells the Christ story from a North American native point of
view.
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B_. Little Darlilll: A Christmas Song Joan Elizabeth Goodman; Cartwheel Co., 1992;
iSBN: 0-5904-5247-9; - Reworked Christmas words to the tradmonal ~ Little
Baby." Written by a Jusuit monk in the 19th century.

B-, Liale JW,y; illustrated by Sylvia Long; published by; Chronicle Books, 2002.
ISBN 0-8118-2290-7. Bedtime is a special ritual for parents and children. Lullabies often
play an important role. This best--selling version ofthe beloved lullaby Hush Little Baby
is now available in a sturdy board book making it perfect for sharing with the youngest

children.
I KIIOW o Old Lady Wllo Swalowal a Pie; by Alison Jacbon, illustrated by Judith
Byron Schacbner; Dutton Books; ISBN: 0-5254-S645-7 ; A clever Thanksgiving twist on
"'I Know an Old Lady Who Swallowed a Fly. 111 With its theme of feasring~wild, it's
the perfect Thanksgiving book

I KJIOW o Old L,ady WIie SnlRral a My; by Nadine Bernard Westcott; Little Brown
& Co., 1988; ISBN: 0-3169-3084-9. A cunmlative folk song in which the solution
proves worse than the pralicament when an old lady swallows a fly.
I'• a Little Tapet; by Iza Trapani; Whispering Coyote Preu, 1997; ISBN: 1-87908599-2. a little teapot as told and illustrated by Iza Trapani, sung by Eden Riegel Music
arranged by Richard DeR.osa.
)

lfY•'n Happy Md Y• ~It.Clap Yoar ffaNI: A Pop-Up Book; illustrated by
David A Carter; Cartwheel Books, 1997; ISBN: 0-5909-3828-2.Cbildn:n will join in
with glee, singing, "'If you're happy and you know it...," while they help the playful
animal cbaracters clap their hands, wag their tails, and wink their eyes. Children pull
simple tabs to animate the brigbtly med cut-paper cat, do& skunk, chicken, owl, and
mouse. On the last page, all six animals pop up to "shout hooray" in a dramatic display of
Carter's paper engineering flair. Musical notation for the song appears on the back cover.
lllda by I_.: TIie Gardea Sag; by David Mall~ illustnded by Ora Eitan;
Harper'Trophy; ISBN: 0064434818; These classic verses relate how one little boy
carefully tends bis garden and is rewarded with a giant harvest.

It'• Raw-,. It's Pwiag; illusanted by Kin Eagle, Roby Gilbert; Whispering Coyote
Press, 1998; ISBN: 1-879()..8588-7. This expanded version of the traditional rhyme shows
what happens to the old man in all kinds of weather. Includes lllllsi<: on the last page.
TIie Itsy Biay Spider; illustrated by Iza Trapani; Whispering Coyote Press, 1993; ISBN
1-879085~77-l. An exubennt CD acoompanies Iza Trapani's 1993 picture~ which
builds on the classic song to take the ltsy Bitsy Spider on an adventure through a house,
climbing u p ~ buck• and cbai~ and facing setbacks such as fims, mice, and ads,
until she finally climbs high into a tree to spin her web and enjoy a much-deserved rat in
tbesun.
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J"-.le Bdll; Maryann Koalslci; Kids Can~ 1988; ISBN l-SS074-062-8. Jenny and
Joanna's holiday trip to New York City with Grandma is the ftamework for dris lively
contemporary version of the song favorite - by the creator of The Wheels on the Bus.

1... Beary~ by Julius Lester, illustrated by Jerry Pinkney (A Caldecott Honor Book);
Penguin Boob,, 1994; ISBN ~37.. 1606-0. John Henry is saronga-tban ten men, and
can dig through a mountain faster than a steam drill Julius Lester's folksy retelling of a
popular Afiican-American folk ballad h a s ~ tall tale humor, and boundless energy.

Lift J:v'ay Voice ad Siag; illustrated by Jan Spivey Gilchrist, words by James Weldon
Jolmson (1871-1938), nmsic by J. Rosanmd Johnson (James' brother); Scholastic Inc.,
1995; ISBN 0-59()4..6982..7; Inspirational illustrations for the song often consideml to be
the anthem of Aftican-American.
Little a.-Peep, illustrated by Galdone, ISBN 0-89919-395-1. Bo-Peq> searches the Vermont
hillsides for" her-wayward sheep. & joy in finding her fluffy flock is mined when she realizes
that they have Joat their tails. After she coUects the tails and ties them to the sbeq,, she and the
flock can relax tcJgdlla.

TIie Liede Dnululler a.,; by :Ezra Jack Keats, Katherine Davis, Henry Onorati, Harry

Simeone; Aladdin Paperbacks. 1987; ISBN: 0-6897-1158-L A procession travels to
Bethlehem, bringing gifts fur the newborn baby Jesus. The little drummer boy comes
along, although he is too poor to bring a present fit for a king. Instead, he plays a song on
his drum for the Christ Child. Within the little drummer boy's seemingly simple gift lies
the true spirit of Christmas
TIie Lit* Nat Tne; by Sally Oardner;. Tambourine Boob, 1993; ISBN 0-688,.13297-9.
Gardner takes a traditional nonsense rhyme and spins it into a full-blown story in this
effervescent pictun: book about a girl, her magical tree and the Spanish princess to whom
she gives it. A former theatrical costume designer, Gardner has a flair fur the dramatic:
her tale, set in 1830s England,. unfolds through a series ofdelicately colored ~
including a fold-out centerpiece that depicts the daughter of the Spanish king arriving in
all her pomp and spkmdor. Dialogue balloom enhance the dynamfo mood ofthe art.
Brimming with historical detail, this gentle period piece strikes just the right baJance
between the fanciful and the n:alistic.

Little Rabllit Feo Feo, b y ~ M., Simon and Sdusta-,. 1990, ISBN 0-6717-0968-2 .
Little Rabbit Foo Foo hops through the forest, picking up various creatures-field mice,
wriggly~~ and goblins-and bopping diem Oil the bead with bis rat mallet.
The Good Fairy warns him to stop, but finally turns him into a goon. This slightly retold
version of a popular children's song bas a lot of energy; unfortunately, Rosen includes
neither nmsic nor even a preface to let readers know that the tune is the same as "Down
by the Railroad."

Lad• Bridge is Falliag Dowa; illuslnded by Peter Spier; Dell P ublisbing, 1992;
ISBN 0-4404-0710-9. mustrates the singing game about London Bridge's falling down.
Includes a history ofthe bridge and music.
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IAwe Flate illustmed by Paul Goble, Aladdin, 1997, ISBN: 0-6898-1683-9. In love with
a beautiful~ but too shy to tell her,, a young man leaves his camp in fiustration. One
night he receives mystical visitors who offer him a special gift - a love flute. A gift from
the birds and animals,, its tells the girl of bis love where words have failed.
Lwllal,y ud Geod Nipt- Song, for Sweet Dreams; Julie Downing; Simon and
Schuster,. 1999; ISBN 0-689-8108S-7 Anewcollectionoflullabies-not stories- but the
melody is actually incorporated in the illustrations - although a little low key and not
connected to the 'WOids.
TIie Magic l'llde (includes ID); Retold by Anne Gatti, illustiated by Peter Malone;
Chronicle Books, 1997; ISBN 0-8118-1003-8. Enter a magical world ofmonster serpents,
mysterious ladies, and flying machines where giant flowers and butterflies the size of
birds abound. Retell$ the story of the Mozart opera in which the noble Prince Tamino
seeb the fair Pamina against a backdrop ofthe battle between darlmeu and light.
Mary Bad a Little Luab; by Sarah Josepha Hale, Bruce McMillan (Photographer);
Demeo Meclia,1992; ISBN: 0-60607-845-2; -A contempOrmy interpretation ofthe wellknown ninetec:nth-ceotur nursery rhyme about the school-going Jamb,. acrompanied by
color photograp~ a sample exercise ftom McGuffey's reader, and a note on the history
of the author and her famous rhyme

Mary Wore Her Red Bras and Remy Wore His Green Sneakers; by Merle Peek;
Clarion Books, 1998; ISBN: 0.3959-0022-0. Peek appends a note about his version ofthe
Texas folk song. along with invitations for children to make up their own lines to sing
when they master the easy musical ammgement appended. Starting with dandy blackand-wbite drawings of a woodland, Peek gradually builds up to full-color illustrations of
a gala occasion.. Flashes of red and green show up fint when Mary Squirrel and Remy
Raccoon meet on the way to Kate Bear's birthday party. The revelry at the gathering is
heightened by Kate's yellow sweater, the blue,, purple, orange, etc~ in the guests"

costumes.

Mn F....a Two Sdds by Brian Pinkney, Simon & Scbuster,. 1994, ISBN 0-671787764. Max doesn't much feel like talking, so be lets his drumsticks (two twigs, actually)
respond to questions and imitate the sounds of bis city neighborhood. Max picks up the
sticks and begins tapping out the rhythms of everything he sees and hears around
bim...the sound of pigeons startled into flight, ofrain against t h e ~ of distant
church bells and the rumble of a subway. And then, when a marching band rounds Max's
com«, something wonderful happens.
Mils Mary Mad; adapted by Mary Ann Doberman; Illustrated by Nadine~
WestcoU; Little,, Brown and Co.,, 1998; ISBN 0.31~93118-7; A delightful picture book
story to acoompany the well-known clapping game. Instructions for playing the game are
included.

)
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Ms. MacDeuld lbs a Class; Jan Omerod; Clarion Books - Houghton Mifflin, 1995;
ISBN 0-3957-7611-2; An adaptation ofthe song telling about a dass putting a
performance together. The music is integrated as a part ofthe illustrations
TIie Maam, flays by Bill Martin Jr., Henry Holt It Company, Jnc.,. 1994; ISBN: 08050-174&-1. Pictures accompany a brief rhyming text describing the antics and sounds
of a DaJSician•s recital
TIie Mw•WKT's Soag; Bud Davidge, Ian Wallace; Groundwood Book-Douglas and
McIntyre Ltd.,. 1993; ISBN 0-8889.9178-9,. in the US: Orchard Boob; ISBN:
0531068250; - A song composed by the authors tells the story ofthe Newfoundland
outport Christmas holiday tradition of "Mummering."

Mmic ~er M......_ by Mark Karl~ illuslrated by J.E. Davis; Doubleday, 1998,
ISBN 0-3853-2225-9. Herbie:, a young boy with an inferiority complex, is taken under the
wing of his trumpeter Uncle Louie who teaches him how to blow the born IO magiad)y
he will float above the city. At a fiunily wedding, when Herbie joins the band for bis
favorite song. bis playing tnnsports the wedding party, fiuit baskets and all, over a
whimsical night skyline.
Mmiall ....,.._..Ate Z by Bobbie Kalman; Oabme Publishing Company,1997.
ISBN 0-8650-S4()S..8. B is for banjo. Z is for zeze. Using an unusual question and answer
format,, this easy-to-rad introdudion to music showcases a broad assortment of
instruments explaining their history and bow they are played.
Mmial Mu by Robert Kraus. ISBN 0-6716-8681-X Max is a wonderfully lumpish
hippopotamus, nmsically talented ftom bis mother's side. He plays every instrument
imaginable while the neighbors (and bis father) long fur quiet. When Max's mood
changes and he becomes involved with sports instead,. the neighborhood discovers that all
that peace is driving them crazy. One spring day,. Max is inspiml by a bird's soog; the
entire music-starved neighborhood helps him unpack his instruments and joins in to form
a full orcheslra.

My Pnede Tlrillgs; illustrated by James Warhola, nmsic Richard Rodgers, lyrics by
Oscar lbmmerstein Ill; Simon and Schuster,. 1994; ISBN 0-671-79457-4. A picture book
version of the song featured in the musical ~ Sound ofMusic, 11 complete with a
simplified musical score. Illustrated with watercolor paintings.

A Nanni M..- TIie Tnae Stary ef .Je1m Remy; by Steve Sanfield, drawings by Peter
J. Thornton. David R Godine, Publisher, Inc., 1986; ISBN 0-87923-630-2. The True
Story of John Henry.
0 . . . . . . fer Spad1• Sida,, poem by Katherine Lee Bates, art by Wayne Thiebaud;
Chronicle Books,. 1994; ISBN 0-8118-0832-7 - Part of a series edited by Sara Jane
Boyers combining work by contemporary Amaican artists with evocative poetiy in
cbiJ.dren•s books. Biographies ofthe artist and poet are includes as a postseript.
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0. A-B•da& We W• Ge by Langstaff: illusuated by Parker, ISBN 0-6895-0007-6.
This rollicking folk soog that bas delighted gaaaalions of children and inspired them to
make up their own verses. John Langstaff bas selected some of the most popular stan:zas,
both old and new,, that are sure to bring out smiles and giggles. Nancy Winslow Parka's
pictures join in the fun as a band of intrepid children hunt for the fox, a skunk,. and even a
brontosaurus with wildly silly ,esults.

Ola Wllere, Ola WIien lbs My Little Dog Gelle! illustrated by Iza Trapani;
Whispering Coyote Press, 19'JB; ISBN: 1-5808-9005-9. Meet an uproarious canine
reoeple who, after receiving a well-deserved scolding, packs his favorite bowl and toy
and runs away to find greener pastures. This fearleu puppy attempts life as a ~ a
surfer, a cowboy, and more>discovering along the way that there's just no place like
home.

Ola Wllere, Ola Wltae!by John Pratery; Barrom Juveniles,. 1998; ISBN: ()..7641-5109-6;
Baby Bear plays hide-and-seek with Father Bear. Meanwbil~ Father Bear calls out, "Oh
where, oh where has my little bear w,ne'r" The full-page ilhutndions are bright, simply
drawn, humorous, and charming.

Old MacDnznld Bad a ..... by Pam Adams, ISBN 0-8595-3662-9. F.acb page in this
book reveals a new animal that was biding on Old MacDonald's farm. Each page also
reveals the noise that animal makes right along with the famous kids' IOD80. Tep .r Sps&ktai by Tom Glazer, illustrated by Rob Barber; 2 edition Goodyear Pub
Co., 1995; ISBN 0-6733-623U. Brighi,, crisp pictw'es invite young childnn to rad on
their own with prmictable story patterns, memorable~ and comb~ repetition.
A parody, sung to the tune of "On Top of Old Smokey,• tracing the meanderings of a
meatball that was sneezed off a plate of spaghetti

Over ill die Madew; John Langstaff illustrated by Fedor Rojankovsky, published by
Voyager Books- Harcourt Brace, 1989; ISBN: 0156705001. The old animal counting
song. This book also bas music for the song at the end. The charming illuslJations are in·
full color and black and white.

Oftr die RiHr Md 'nnNlp die Weed; poem by Lydia Maria Child, illustnded with
woodwts by Christopher Manson; North-South~ 19'12; ISBN 1555858-959-7.
Lovely illustndions for this Thanksgiving Song. Includes a history ofthe 19th century
author of the poem, Lydia Maria Child.
Rell 0., Little D1gia: Songs & Activities for Yoong Cowpoken; Meghan Merker,
Nate Brown; Gi"bbs Smith Publisher, 1996; ISBN: 0-8790-5726-2 1996; Over 20 classic
cowboy songs and activities for young cowboys. Book packs printed music and lyrics
into a colorful activity guide.

a.., R9w, ._. Year Be.a; by Joanne F. Oppenheim, illuslnlted by Kevin O'Malley;
Bantam-Bank Str• 1993; ISBN: 0.5533-7193-2. Not just rowboats but also sailboat~
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speedboats, paddleboats, and other nautical vehicles are the subject of this revision of the
enduring sing-along for c:hildn:n who ue taking their first steps toward literacy.

Sailor SOllg; by Nancy Jew~ illustrBted by Stefano VJtale; Clarion Books, 1999; ISBN:
0-39S8-2Sll-3; As amothertucksheryoung child into bed, she sings him a dreamy stmy
of a sailor on his way home ftom the sea-a song ofthe ocean,. but also of a wood, a field,
and a swg little COUDby house. NJghttime ilJusandjons depict the sailor's journey from
ocean to wood to field to the bedroom where the child is waiting.
Slle'I Be Cenfag AnNuld die M....._ by Emily Coplon, et al ; 1994,.Banlam
Doubleday Dell Publisbin& 1997; ISBN: 0-8368-1689-7. This fast-flying favorite song is
now zanier than ever, featuring Immel-new venes and wacky full-color illultraaions.
Follow that crazy gal as she zig-zags aaoss the land, wboopin' up everyone into a sing-along fhmzy.
Silmt Nipt; illustrated by Susan Jeffers; Dutton Children's Book- Peng11i, 1984;
ISBN 0-14-0S4877-7. This visual interpretation of the world's most beloved Chrislmas
carol is the paf'ect way to oontemplate and celebnte the lfoly behind the holiday. From
the bumble stable animals to the quaking shepherds and heavenly hosts, all of her richly
coloml figures are imbued with love and gratitude for God's gift to the world. This
glorious raidaing of the Nativity now shines even brighter, with its new jacket, elegant
~ and a fiftb..color gold ink tbmughout
Stip to My Loll; adapted and illustrated by Nadine Bernard Westcott,; Little, Brown and
Co.,, 1989; ISBN 0-316-93137-3 (be), 0-316-93140-3 (pbk); -Fun story about a farm boy,
the fium animals and their adventures while his parents are away all set to the familiar

song.

Su1hn S... - Spar 1m Mall; by Heather Kcllerhals-Stewart,. pictures by Claire
Kujundzic; Polestar Books, 1992; ISBN O 919591 I 6 7; - A northwest coast logging story
to accompany the British Columbia logging song "Way Up the Ucletaw."'
SlellpJ-0!; Harriet Zief~ illustrated by Laura Rader~ music aranged by Jean Ritchie;
Houghton-Mifflin, 1997; ISBN 0-395-87369-X;-A fun adaptation of the song collected
and sung by Appalachian folk singer Jean Ritchie.
Simple Gifts illustrBted by Ilascbka,D. IBBN 0-8050-5143-0. This is a children's picture
book version of a beloved hymn. Raschb's inspin:d art brings to cbildrm the true
essenee of this favorite hymn about acceptance and simplicity.
TIie Sfar.Spaaded Bw....-; illustrated by Peter-Spier; YearlingBoob, 1992; ISBN:
0-4404-0697-8; • Due to careful research, Spier's artwork depicts "the dawn's early light"
and "the rocket's red gJare· with remarkable authenticity and detail in this ceJebndory
book Among the highlights: a brief history oft h e ~ a n,producaion of Francis Scott
Key's original manuscript, music for guitar and piano chords and many pbok,gnlphs.
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Steplml'1 Fast; Jean Richardson, illustrated by Alice Englander; Dent Children, s
Boob, 1991; ISBN 0-460-88079-9; Wonderful story to accompany the Christmas carol,.
"Good King Wmceslas."'

s---,,,·

e,.,... Peru ud Bas; by 6corge Genhwin;, DuBo1e and Dorolhy

Heyw~ and Ira Gershwin; paintillg§ by Mike Wumner; Simon and Sclmter Boob for
Young Readers; ISBN 0-689.80719-8; Simple use of the first verse only of this classic
illustrated with romanticised yet beautifully realistic portrayals of one s11mmer day in the
life of a rural black family earlier in the 20th century

Tm Me Oat to die B

Ip~ by Jack N o ~ illustnded by Alec Gillman, Simon &
Schuster, 1999; ISBN 0-0273-S991-3. Gillman scores a solid hit with this spirited
rendition of the familiar ballpark: song in a sensational picture book that skillfully
conjures up the smell o f ~ popcorn and sweaty uniforms. As in a wordless picture
book, the illustntions tell the story right down to the final ··t11ree ~ you-re out" as
the Dodgers lose the game.
Teddy Bar's ftauc; by Jimmy Kennedy, illustJated by Alexandra Day, ISBN 0-68983530-2.Various bear families are seen bustling about Kozikowski's cozy cottages in
preparation for the outing. After trekking across an inviting. patdtwork-quilt landscape~
the hungry bruins arrive at a pine,-ftamed glade and spread out a lavish repast. Badminton
and butterfly catching are among the days pursuits, until "at six o'clock their mommies
and daddies will take them home to bed. 11
·
'l'laall Bean; Ian Dicks and David Hawcock; Delacourte Pras - Bantam Doubleday,
1993; ISBN 0-38S-3104S-5; An absolutely delightful book that is totally unique. It is a
book ofthe text to the well-known song ("The toe bones connected to the ankle bone'\
etc.) with each phrase folding out of the book and eventually creating a four foot high
skeleton. The music for the song is fully integrated into the text.
nae Aia't No Bags • Me; as sung by Jerry Garcia, David Grisman, illustrated by
Bruce Whatley; Harperoollins Juvenile Books; ISBN: ~142-1, 1999; The bears
ftom "The Teddy Bears' Picnic" are back in this second book-and-tape set :ftom Jerry
Garcia and David Grisman.
nae is a

B* ill die BltcW, illustrated by Westcott, Harper & Row, 1990. ISBN:

0-0602..6422-S. A classic cbildren's folksong in text and comic illwitndion. The song.
about an inept man frustrated by a Jong list of interrelated tasks needed to fix his bucket,
contains repetiton allowing fur ease of prediction. In this nonsensical circular plot, the
man finds that in order to fix his bucket, be must rq,air it.
Tllere W• aa Old Lady Wlte s.•1wal a l'ly; Simms Taback; Vtking Childreos
Books, 1997; ISBN: 0-6939-2199-7. Inventive die-<:ut artwork offers young readers of all
ages a rollicking. eye,.popping version of the well-loved poem about the old lady who
swallowed a fly, a spider, ab~ a cat, a dog, and worse.

.)
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Tlleft W• a Old Lady WIie Swalewed a T....U; by Terri SI~ illustrated by
Reynolds Ruffins; Henry Hoh & Company, Inc.; ISBN: O-SOS0-4294.-6; Anothel'" twist on
the Old Lady - that captures the scenery and wildlife ofthe Pacific Northwest.
1'lleft Weft Tm ia die Bed; illuslrated by Pam Adams;, published by Child's Play, c.
1979. ISBN 0-8595-3095-7. This enduring children's song is creatively illustrated by
using a large bed and a moving wheel of international childrm who seem to drop offthe
side of the bed at each page tum.

nil Lud Is Yoar Lad; words and music by Woody~ paintings by Kathy
Jakobsen, Little, Brown and Co.,1998; ISBN 0-316-39215-4; A wondedul book and
tn"bute to this most classic of all Woody Ouduie ~ Tllis Old Man; Carol Jones illustrator; Houghton-Mifflin Co. 1990; ISBN 0-395-901243; This peep,-tbrough-th&Hlole book depicts the travels of--.ms old man"' and bis young
companion thr(>Ugh the house and garden. The engaging pictures are filled with action
and aunor and things to count and discover.
To :Every 'l1lill& Tllere is a ~--; Leo and Diane Dillon; Blue Sky Press· Scholastic,
Inc.• 1998; ISBN 0-59 0-47887-7; The words ftom &desiastes, rather than the Pete
Seegers adaptation, but great for those learning the Seeger song.

T e ~ To Marlrd; Anne Miranda, illustnded by Janet Stevens; Harcourt and
Brace, 1997; ISBN 0-15-200035-6; A zany story of shopping gone amok, with the
tnlditional poem as its starting point.
1wiaWe, 1wiaWe, Little Star; illustrated by Iza Trapani and Jane Taylor ; Whispering
Coyote Press. 1998; ISBN: 1580890156. A nursery rhyme that bas enchanted children for
generations. Now Jeanette Wmter's warm, evocative illustralions makes this claSlic as
delightful to look at as it is to share wilh little ones

TIie T•elve Days ef Oaristaus; illustrated by Louise Brierley; Candlewick Press, 199S;
ISBNl-56402,..525-X This is a collector's version ofthe old English carol and one oftbe
truest to its literal meaning. Readers see gift after gift being rushed into a young woman's
arms over the 12 days between ChriSIJDaS and Epiphany on January 6th.

T•ba ,...,. by T.C. Bartlett; ISBN 0-1520-1643..0. This nearly worcflea story
celebrates the joy of music; and children will be caught up in the mirth. Mostly, though,
they will be captivated by Felix's imaginative use of line with the road that becomes a
tree, that becomes a road; that breaks into ftactured lines with the bear's appearance, that
swirls up into a curve rrmnbling the shape of a tuba, and finally back into a road and by
her playful deployment ofjumbo black notes that bounce about the pages.
A Wart Suire ia a l'ig Tree; words by George Mend<>~ picturm by Etienne Deles.tert;
Dial Press, 1968; ISBN 0-8037-9446-0; A take-off on the "Twelve Days of Christmas".

)

We Tine Kap and olber Cluistmas Carols; R A. Rey; Harper-Co~ 1944; ISBN 0-
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694-00661-0; - The creator of Curious George put together this uniquely notated music
book. See if it intrigues your students or children as it did mine.

W11at a W••detfal Wedd; by George David Weiss and Bob Theil~ illiustrated by
Ashley Bryan; Atheneum Boob - Simon and Scm,ster~ 1995; ISBN 0-6898,.0087-8.
Colorful illustrations show children creating a puppet show to accompany the wellknown song made :fiunous by Louis Armstrong.

Wat Sal We De W.. We All Ge Oat! A Traditional Song; illustrated by Shari
~ Philip R Baile; Nmth South~ 1997; ISBN: 1SS8587055; .. ~

showing kids bike-riding, kite-flying, somersaulting, and just having fun, illustrate a
tnHtitionaI play-song.

De W11cm oa die Bas; by Dana .Regan; Cartwheel Books. 1996; ISBN: 0590543164;
Adapting the classic children's song of the same nam~ a rolling board book features
bright illuslratioos of endearing animals who ride from the country to the city. Only 4
verses included.
WIim I First CaJlle te nil Lad; retold by Harriet .aefert, pictura by Simms Taback;
G. B. Putnamm and Sons, 1998; ISBN 0-399-23044; Zany pictures accompany the
words to this 19th century folk song about immigrants to the New World

WIim YN Wisll apo11 a Sur: A Musical Pop-Up Book; illustrated by David
}

~

Sparky M o o r e ; ~ 1996; ISBN: 0-78680305801. The Academy
Award-nominated song "When You Wish upon a Star" has been a children's favorite for
years. Now toddlers can revisit the world~ this song first appearal..Geppetto's wood
shop. With the pull of a tab, the classic melody, with lyrics on the bottom of each spread,
accompanies a series of elaborate~ scenes from Disney's Pinocehio.

Wll.ilde Mile YN Werk (Musical Pop-Up Book); illustrated by Francese Mateo;
Disney Press; ISBN: l-5628-2Sl4-3 1994. Children can sing, bum, and whistle right:
along with one of the most fami1iar and beloved Disney tunes as they tum the pages of
this melodious poJHJJ> book A simple pull ofthe tab activates a nuical chip. Each page
of the clever book features lyrics and colorful pop-ups. Full color.
Wllo " . . . 0d ~ illustnted by Rodney McRae; Delacorte Pnw- Bantam
Doubleday, 1989; ISBN 0-38S3-0085-9 (HC1 0-385-30112-X (pbk) Strange geometric,
Paul Klee lilce illustrations to the English ballad.

Wllo Killed 0d Robbi; Kevin o•MaJley; Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Boob, 1993; ISBN
0-688-123430-S, Q..68S.12431-3 9 (lib.bdg); In this deligblful twist on the old English
ballad, Cock Robin becomes a murder mystery.
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Yullft Beedle; Steven Kellogg; Alladin Paperbacks - Simon and Schuster, 1996; ISBN
0-6898-0158-0 (be), 0-689-80726-0 (pbk); Deligbtfully detailed and historically based
pictures illustrate the song. A bistoiy of the song is aJso included.

Zill! Zia! 7.ia! (caldecott Honor Book) by Uoyd Moss. ISBN: 0-671 ~239-2. When
this book begin~ the trombone is playing all by itself. But soon a trumpet makes a duet, a
ftench horn a trio, and so on until the entire orchestm is as.tembled on stage. Written in
elegant and rhythmic verse and illustrated with playful and flowing artwork, this unique
counting book is the perfect introduction to musical groups.
shttp://www.musickit.com/ storysongu-z.htm l;

http:/Jwww.newtunings.com/kidmid/musicbooldist.btml;.
http://www.amazon.com

http://www.bamesnoble.com
http://www.menc.orgt/mbronly/publication/bonus.html

